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CARE IN INTERPRETATION OF
QUARRYSTONE BOTTOM IN A

MULTIBEAM HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY
CUIDADOS NA INTERPRETAÇÃO DE

UM FUNDO COM PEDRAS
ANGULADAS EM UM LEVANTAMENTO

HIDROGRÁFICO MULTIFEIXE

Aguiar, O.A. ∗

abril de 2013

Abstract: This paper reports a real situation occurred at Port of San-
tos, more specifically at Teffe Stone when bathymetric surveys, performed
with multibeam echosounds with different characteristics, presented differ-
ence of about 1 m in depth because the interpretation of the bottom, which
comprised of material of newly underwater demolition. While analyzes the
problem, the author, construct hypothesis about why the incident occur and
possible implications.

Key words: Hydrography, Survey, Oceanography, Demolition, Bathymetry.

Resumo: Este texto apresenta o relato de uma situação real ocorrida no
Porto de Santos, mais especificamente na Pedra de Teffé, quando levanta-
mentos batimétricos, realizados com ecobat́ımetros multifeixe de diferentes
caracteŕısticas, apresentaram diferença de cerca 1 m em profundidade devido
à interpretação do fundo, o qual era composto de material recém derrocado.
Durante a análise o autor constroi hipóteses sobre a razão do ocorrido e
posśıveis desdobramentos.

∗D.Sc., Diretor de Pesquisas Ocenográficas da Fundação Plural, São Vicente, Brasil.
E-mail: odmir@me.com
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Palavras-chave: Hidrografia, Levantamento, Oceanografia, Derrocamento,
Batimetria.

1 INTRODUÇÃO

Inicialmente cabe definir o que é entendido por ”pedra angulada”; pedras
anguladas são aquelas que tem bordas afiadas, são provenientes de explosões
ou terremotos e são o paralelo aquático das ”pedras-de-mão”, se de pequeno
tamanho, e ”pedras de pedreira” se grandes. No caso em questão são pedras
que foram objeto de derrocamento submarino realizado na Pedra de Teffé no
Porto de Santos, visando a obtenção da profundidade de 16 m, com possibi-
lidade de sobrefuração até os 17 m, segundo o projeto executivo licitado.

Todos os levantamentos hidrográficos (LH) foram realizados pela empresa
HIDROTOP Construções, Importação e Comércio Ltda., contratada como
apoio à fiscalização dos serviços de dragagem e derrocamento no Porto de
Santos. As equipes envolvidas eram compostas por técnicos experientes e que
tinham familiaridade com os equipamentos utilizados, além de conhecerem
bem as condições do local sondado.

O serviço de derrocamento foi realizado pela empresa STER Engenharia
Ltda. utilizando-se do Navio Yuan Dong 007, diversas informações, incluindo
de um infográfico, sobre como o serviço foi realizado estavam dispońıveis
no site http://www.dragagemdoportodesantos.com.br/portal/info, em 15 de
abril de 2013.

2 OS EQUIPAMENTOS

Foram utilizados dois equipamentos diferentes nos LH da Pedra de Teffé,
nos dois primeiros foi utilizado um ecobat́ımetro ODOM ES3 e nos dois
últimos foi utilizado o ecobat́ımetro RESON 7125. Em todos os LH foi uti-
lizado o compensador de onda APPLANIX POSMV 320 que tem qualidade
superior àquelas requeridas para o funcionamento dos ecobat́ımetros [2].

Embora ambos equipamentos tenham 2007 como ano de lançamento pode-
se observar na Tabela 1 que suas caracteŕısticas são distintas em especial o
tratamento da informação, o modo de detecção e a frequência. Ambos os
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Table 1: Equipamentos

Fabricante TELEDINE SEATRONICS
Marca ODOM RESON
Modelo ES3 SeaBat 7125
Data de lançamento 2007 2007

Inform. da Construção

Montagem na borda na borda
Comprimento [m] 0,162 0,495
Largura [m] 0,092 0,495
Altura [m] 0,117 0,285
Frequência [Hz] 240 200-400
Largura Transv. do Feixe [◦] 0,75-1,50-3,00 0,50-1,00
Largura Longit. do Feixe [◦] 0,75-1,50-3,00 1,00-2,00
Número Máx. de feixes 120-480 256-512

Ângulo Máx. Coberto [◦] 120 140

Inform. do Processamento

Tratamento da Informação direções espećıficas filtro espacial
Modo de Detecção amplitude amplitude e fase
Resolução em Prof. [m] 0,012 0,006
Intervalo de amostragem [ms] 71 29
Incert. Vert. do Ecobat. [m] 0,006 0,002
Larg. Máx. da Faixa [m] 100 500

Limites Absolutos

Velocidade Máx. de Utilização [nós] 8 8
Prof. Mı́n. de Operação [m] 0,5 0,5
Prof. Máx. de Operação [m] 60 500
Menor Cubo Identificável [m3] 5,20 0,19
Aresta do Menor Cubo Detectável [m] 1,70 0,56

Ângulo Máx. para Cabeceio [◦] 0,25 0,05

Ângulo Máx. para Balanço [◦] 0,25 0,05

Limites Variáveis

Pegada Máx. Transv. [m] 2,6000 0,0874*z
Pegada Máx. Longit. [m] 2,6000 0,0374*z
Incert. Horiz. pela Arfagem [m] 0,05*z 0,05*z

Fontes: [3], [11], [15], [17], [20]
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equipamentos tem condições de atender as exigências mı́nimas de LH de or-
dem 1A da S-44 5a ed. [16] ou da NORMAM-25 [9], porém o ES3 pode não
consegue cumprir as exigências de um LH de ordem especial plenamente.

No estudo comparativo realizado pela Magelas [14] podemos observar que
o ES3-M apresenta dificuldades quando a feição do paramento de um cais é
alvo de sondagem (Figura 1).

Figure 1: a esquerda: Imagem gerada por um ecobat́ımetro da RESON; a
direita: Imagem gerada por um ecobat́ımetro ES3. (FONTE: [14])

Fica claro, observando-se a Figura 1, que a rotina de processamento teve
dificuldades em admitir a existência da parede vertical, isto além de cor-
romper a informação gerou interpretações equivocadas dos sinais recebidos.
O motivo principal de isto ocorrer é que as rotinas de processamento têm
dentro de si uma expectativa daquilo que elas entendem como um posśıvel
fundo marinho, locais sondados onde esta expectativa é frustrada acabam
por gerar imagens que não representam corretamente o fundo podendo levar
o responsável pelo pós-procesamento a erros de interpretação.

A ratificação desta hipótese pode ser feita após a observação da Figura 2,
na qual vemos a imagem gerada a partir de um cubo com 1 m de aresta,
portanto com aresta menor que o do menor cubo detectável (para se cumprir
as as exigências de um LH de ordem especial a aresta tem que ser igual ou
menor que 1 m).

A Figura 2 é retirada de uma apresentação utilizada para apresentação do
ecobat́ımetro ES3 [15] apresenta uma forma semelhante a de sino formado
pela revolução de uma curva normal com mais de 2 m de altura. O eco-
bat́ımetro foi capaz de identificar uma alteração no fundo plano, porém o
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Figure 2: a esquerda: Imagem de um cubo de 1 m de aresta gerada por um
ecobat́ımetro ES3. (FONTE: [15])

processamento não foi capaz de representar a forma do sólido nem suas di-
mensões. Se o responsável pelo pós-procesamento esperasse que um cubo de
1 m de aresta estivesse no fundo certamente ficaria em confuso ao ver uma
figura arredondada com um volume cerca de 4 vezes maior.

Outro aspecto importante é a chamada ”pegada”, ela pode ser definida
como o menor valor do lado de uma área do fundo utilizada para processa-
mento, sendo diretamente proporcional à largura do feixe e crescendo quando
se afasta da vertical da fonte emissora. Os ecobat́ımetros que trabalham so-
mente com informação de amplitude limitam esta pegada a um número fixo,
os que trabalham com amplitude e fase não tem limitação sendo esta pegada
função da profundidade, porém a maior diferença depende da largura do feixe
utilizada.

A prinćıpio pode parecer que a opção de não ter um valor máximo da
pegada pode ser um problema, mas outras limitações como a velocidade
máxima e a largura máxima da faixa fazem com que não haja comprometi-
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mento da informação. Cabe ressaltar que o ”perfil transversal” não é uma
linha, pois ele tem a largura da pegada longitudinal que pode variar de alguns
cent́ımetros a algumas centenas de cent́ımetros dependendo do equipamento.

Quando a feição do fundo foge de um padrão esperado, podendo ter paredes
verticais ou ainda várias faces especulares muito próximas, os ecobat́ımetros
que operam com feixes mais largos e frequências menores certamente irão
apresentar informações confusas como veremos a seguir.

3 LEVANTAMENTOS HIDROGRÁFICOS

Os levantamentos foram conduzidos tendo como guia as condições impostas
pela da S-44 5a ed. [16] e pela NORMAM-25 [9], foram pós-processados pela
mesma pessoa utilizando o sistema ”HIPS and SIPS” da Caris [12] com as
mesmas especificações, entre as quais to raio de processamento com valor de
1 m.

O local de interesse desse ensaio é aproximadamente nas coordenadas UTM
N 366.882,37 e E 7.350.336,52 e estava fora da área destinada ao derroca-
mento pelo projeto executivo licitado, portanto tinha originalmente profun-
didade superior à 16 m. O LH realizado em 2011 a pedido da STER En-
genharia apresentou como cota do embasamento paro o local o valor de 18,0
m (Figura 3), tal LH obteve dados de śısmica rasa, sendo realizado com o
Applied Acoustics AA301 emitindo pulsos com espectro de frequência entre
500 Hz e 5 kHz para definir tal profundidade, corroborando a sondagem jet-
probe, realizada pelo CENTRAN em novembro de 2006 [4], que teve como
limite de sondagem a profundidade de 17 m, sem a observação de ter encon-
trado solo muito resistente, a posição do JPI-062 fica a cerca de 1,7 m do
local de interesse (Figura 4).

As imagens contendo todas os pontos captados pelo ecobat́ımetro foram
analisadas visualmente e foram retiradas medições consideradas espúrias,
tendo com base aquilo que se pretendia encontrar. Destaco o ”com base
aquilo que se pretendia encontrar” porque é o mesmo procedimento utilizado
pela rotina de processamento dos equipamentos e do sistema de pós-processa-
mento, que como vimos anteriormente pode gerar informações que podem
levar o responsável pelo pós-processamento a eqúıvocos.
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Figure 3: Cota do embasamento obtida por śısmica rasa de 23/05/07. (Fonte:
[19])

Figure 4: Local de Sondagem Jet-Probe de 02/07/11 (JPI-062). (Fonte: [4])
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Figure 5: Informações brutas do ES3 obtidas em 05/12/12 em uma plotagem
conforme. (Fonte: [5])

A Tabela 2 apresenta a condições que foram utilizados os equipamentos
em cada oportunidade e apresenta alguns valores calculados com base suas
caracteŕısticas.

Podeŕıamos apressadamente inferir que o SeaBat 7125 seria muito mais
preciso que o ES3 inclusive em condições de setagem próximas, assumindo
que a frequência e o modo de detecção seriam decisivos para causar uma
diferença notável nas informações coletadas, mas, como veremos, os princi-
pais fatores que distinguem os LH são a largura do feixe e a expectativa do
responsável pelo pós-processamento sobre a feição do fundo sondado.

A Figura 5 é formada por dados brutos coletados pelo ES3 no dia 05 de
dezembro de 2012, ela apresenta alguns pontos aparentemente desconexos e
uma clara elevação do lado direito.

3.1 O 1◦ LEVANTAMENTO HIDROGRÁFICO

Diante dos dados brutos obtidos (Figura 5) e da sua expectativa pessoal
de como deveria ser o fundo o responsável pelo pós-processamento tratou as
informações e elaborou a planta batimétrica, na qual a profundidade do local
de interesse aparecia com 15,0 m.

O perfil transversal pode ser observado na Figura 6 onde podemos obser-
var que os pontos aparentemente desconexos foram removidos permanecendo
apenas a clara elevação do lado direito.
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Table 2: Dados dos LH

Marca ODOM ODOM RESON RESON
Modelo ES3 ES3 SeaBat SeaBat

7125 7125
Data do LH 05/12/12 23/01/13 27/02/13 27/03/13

Setagem*

Frequência [Hz] 240 240 200 200
Larg. Transv. do Feixe [◦] 3,00 1,50 0,50 0,50
Larg. Longit. do Feixe [◦] 3,00 1,50 1,00 1,00

Ângulo Coberto [◦] 90 90 90 90
Velocidade de Utilização [nós] 6 5 6 6

Valores z=16 m

Número de feixes 362 362 390 390
Larg. da Faixa [m] 32,00 32,00 32,00 32,00
Pegada Longit. [m] 2,25 1,15 0,78 0,78
Pegada Transv. no
Extremo da Faixa [m] 2,25 1,15 0,39 0,39

Fontes*: [5], [6], [7], [8]

3.2 O 2◦ LEVANTAMENTO HIDROGRÁFICO

O contratante ao verificar os dados brutos do LH de dezembro não concor-
dou com o tratamento realizado e solicitou um novo LH para a confirmação
do perfil. Os dados brutos foram obtidos na presença de representante do
contratante e o responsável pelo pós-processamento tratou as informações de
modo similar à primeira, elaborando uma nova a planta batimétrica, na qual
a profundidade do local de interesse aparecia com 14,7 m.

O perfil transversal pode ser observado na Figura 7 onde podemos obser-
var que os pontos aparentemente desconexos foram removidos permanecendo
apenas a clara elevação do lado direito. Nesta imagem podemos observa algo
semelhante ao perfil de uma onda em espiral (surfing). Este perfil além de
ser pouco comum beira a impossibilidade por mostrar ”um vazio” dentro de
uma elavação, e em função disto novo LH foi agendado.

3.3 O 3◦ LEVANTAMENTO HIDROGRÁFICO

Desta vez utilizando um SeaBat 7125 a empresa pretendia tirar as dúvidas
causadas pelos dois levantamentos anteriores, com a expectativa de que um

9
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Figure 6: Informações tratadas do ES3 em uma plotagem conforme, com
contorno aparente acrescentado. (Fonte: [5])

Figure 7: Informações tratadas do ES3 em uma plotagem conforme, com
contorno aparente acrescentado. (Fonte: [6])

feixe ainda mais estreito pudesse esclarecer a feição do fundo. Os resultados
(Figura 8) puderam esclarecer qual a profundidade local (14,7 m) porém
ainda não conseguiram resolver o ”furo” na elevação.

3.4 O 4◦ LEVANTAMENTO HIDROGRÁFICO

Desconfiando que a pouca intimidade com o SeaBat 7125 pudesse ter cau-
sado algum problema, a empresa realizou um novo levantamento no local,
com a expectativa de que o ”furo” não aprecesse mais e uma forma mais co-
mum emergisse do tratamento dos dados. Novamente uma imagem insólita
foi o resultado da sondagem como apresenta a Figura 9.
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Figure 8: Informações tratadas do SeaBat 7125 em uma plotagem conforme,
com contorno aparente acrescentado. (Fonte: [7])

Figure 9: Informações tratadas do SeaBat 7125 em uma plotagem conforme,
com contorno aparente acrescentado. (Fonte: [8])

4 ANÁLISE DO PROBLEMA

Visto a inconsitência das imagens se fez necessário retornar aos dados
brutos da Figura 5 e após o tratamento alterando o brilho e o contraste
com o Adobe Photoshop pode-se identificar mais nuances daquilo que foi
considerado inicialmente como pontos espúrios, como se pode observar na
Figura 10.

Com base na Figura 10 foram traçados todos os contornos aparentes da
imagem tratada, o que definiu áreas as quais receberam letras indicativas
para facilitar a referência durante esta análise como apresentado na Figura
11. Certamente diferentes pessoas poderiam ter diferentes interpretações das
informações gerando diferentes áreas.
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Figure 10: Imagem das informações brutas do ES3 obtidas em 05/12/12 em
uma plotagem conforme, tratada no Adobe Photoshop.

Figure 11: Posśıveis contornos apresentados na imagem das informações bru-
tas do ES3 obtidas em 05/12/12.

Devido ao fato incontestável que a elevação é uma rocha não fracionada
durante o derrocamento que foi empurrada para aquela posição pode-se es-
perar que a face desta rocha apresente feições extremamente irregulares, o que
geraria ecos que os programas de processamento dos ecobat́ımetros teriam di-
ficuldades para interpretar; ou ainda, visto que o material despejado naquela
posição devido por ter ńıvel de compactação e granulometria irregular pode-
ria gerar ecos de diversas camadas em função da baixa profundidade.

Na Figura 12 temos todos os contornos sobrepostos, inclusive o gerado
sobre a Figura 10, onde se pode notar que as áreas C e D fazem parte de
todos os LH, que a área B só aparece integralmente no LH de dezembro, que
a totalidade da área A não consta do LH de dezembro, que a parte inferior
da área A não aparece em nenhum dos LH.
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Os prinćıpios de operação de ecobat́ımetros multifeixe [13] [18] e literatura
sobre propagação acústica no meio marinho [1] indicam que não há possibil-
idade que os ”furos” apresentados nos LH de janeiro e fevereiro sejam reais,
portanto a hipótese mais plauśıvel para as imagens é que a pegada foi larga
o suficiente, ou a potência foi grande o suficiente, para fazer que múltiplos
sinais se formassem e a rotina interna de processamento aproximou matem-
aticamente as informações recebidas.

Figure 12: Sobreposição dos posśıveis contornos.

Há de se admitir que o contorno realizado no LH de dezembro é o que
apresenta mais coerência como feição de um fundo marinho, mesmo que ele
tenha rebaixado o fundo em cerca de 30 cm, e apesar de terem sido realizado
quatro LH ainda persiste a dúvida de como realmente é a feição do fundo
nesse local.

Nem a S-44 5a ed. [16] nem a NORMAM-25 [9] apresentam claramente o
que fazer em uma situção em que os dados brutos apresentam inconsistências
geradas pelo processamento interno dos equipamentos, pois a presunção é que
a superposição de 100% poderá impedir situações insólitas, como a apresen-
tada neste ensaio, ocorram.

Diante das informações o mais prudente é que o perfil apresentado na
Figura 10 deva prevalecer, classificar que naquele local existem ”dados duvi-
dosos” e iniciar a pesquisa prevista no Caṕıtulo 6 da a S-44 5a ed. [16], como
foi feito pela Hidrotop.
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5 ELIMINAÇÃO DE DADOS DUVIDOSOS

Por ser pouco conhecido reproduzo a seguir o Caṕıtulo 6 da a S-44 5a ed.
[16]:

CAPÍTULO 6 - ELIMINAÇÃO DE DADOS DUVIDOSOS

6.1 - Introdução

Para aprimorar a segurança da navegação é desejável que os dados duvi-
dosos sejam eliminados. Por exemplo: dados que são geralmente denotados
nas cartas como PA (Posição Aproximada), PD (Posição Duvidosa), ED
(Existência Duvidosa), SD (Sondagem Duvidosa) ou como ”aviso de perigo”.
Para confirmar ou reprovar a existência de tais dados é necessário que a área
a ser levantada seja cuidadosamente definida e que a área seja subsequente-
mente levantada em conformidade com os padrões descritos nesta publicação.

6.2 - Extensão da Área a ser Levantada

Nenhuma forma emṕırica para a definição da área dos levantamentos será
capaz de cobrir todas as situações. Por esta razão, é aconselhável que o raio
do levantamento seja pelo menos 3 vezes a incerteza estimada do posiciona-
mento do risco relatado em um ńıvel de confiança de 95%, determinado por
um relatório completo sobre dados duvidosos por um pesquisador hidrógrafo
qualificado.

Caso este relatório esteja incompleto ou não exista, a incerteza do posi-
cionamento deverá ser estimada por outros meios como, por exemplo, uma
avaliação mais generalizada do posicionamento e incertezas das medidas de
profundidade durante o tempo em que os dados em questão foram reunidos.

6.3 - Conduzindo o Levantamento

A metodologia para a condução de um levantamento deverá se basear na
natureza da feição, na área na qual os dados duvidosos tenham sido relata-
dos, e no potencial estimado de perigo causado à navegação de superf́ıcie.
Uma vez que estes dados tenham sido estabelecidos, os procedimentos para
levantamento deverão ser executados de acordo com as orientações apropri-
adas a um levantamento hidrográfico nos padrões definidos em 6.2, conforme
as especificações estabelecidas nesta publicação.
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6.4 - Apresentação dos Resultados do Levantamento

Os dados duvidosos deverão ser substitúıdos pelos dados reais obtidos du-
rante o levantamento, caso o risco tenha sido detectado. Se não detectado, a
agência responsável pela qualidade do levantamento deverá decidir se man-
terá o registro cartográfico do risco ou se irá retirá-lo.

6 RECOMENDAÇÕES

Visto que permanece a dúvida recomendaria a realização de outro levan-
tamento para pesquisa de dados duvidosos, respeitando os seguintes itens:

a) ter atenção redobrada na calibragem de cores, temperatura de branco,
brilho e contraste do monitor utilizado para o pós-processamento;

b) utilizar ecobat́ımetros com frequência superior a 300 kHz;

c) utilizar ecobat́ımetros com larguras transversal e longitudinal de feixe
menor ou igual a 1◦;

d) realizar pesquisas em locais com dados duvidosos com a configuração
mais precisa posśıvel do equipamento e em velocidade baixa.

Recomendaria, também, que os itens listados anteriormente devam ser
exigidos em local e em área próxima ãqueles onde tenha ocorrido derroca-
mento recente.
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INFINITE QUANTUM THEORY

Trentadue, W.∗

June, 2013

Abstract: Scientists began quantifying their theories in relation to time,
space, mass, and energy since the early 20th century. Quantum mechanics
ensued after the theories of quantum theory took hold and became more
prominent. Although the formulation of quantum theory and quantum me-
chanics has had many successes over the last thirty years, at the same time
physicists have trouble with trying to relate and understand the aspect of
time, energy, and space in relation to infinity. The correlation in connect-
ing infinity to quantum theory and quantum mechanics may lie within the
difference of understanding to a better extent the energy to mass relation
factors at the level of the atom and beyond. This research paper proposes
that quantum theory and quantum mechanics in which it’s dynamics and
function would be better described if the theory of quantum physics was re-
named Infinite Quantum Theory, as explained and described in this research
paper.

Key words: Physics, Quantum, Mechanics.

1 Introduction and Background

All time, space, mass, and energy has an inner convergence of energy
at the macro level for example as far as outer space and the cosmology is
concerned and that; this is constantly expanding. Therefore the convergence
of all mass and energy in the macro universe is expanding in a balance of
all mass and energy in the form of ”A Curvature” inherently connected to
the microscopic universe, and at the atomic, sub-atomic, levels and beyond.
However, at the same time below the sub atomic levels there are sub-atomic
magnetic fields of negative and positive energies of different types and ratios
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that counterbalance one another and there is ”curvature” in the microscopic
universe in like manner in just a much infinitely smaller scale. It is here within
the microscopic and macroscopic universes a extremely fine line of balance is
maintained. Therefore, the connection to infinity and quantum theory and
quantum mechanics is that both are interconnected by infinity between the
balances of both universes on a ”Infinite Quantum Theory” scale.

Infinite quantum theory does not seem to have predominance over Krauss
[4] in relation to his research paper that the late time behavior of the universe
produces a possible vacuum decay ratio in a metastable inflating state of the
macro universe. The vacuum decay ratio has a resonance condition at the
pole as seen in the mathematical equation in Figure 1 below, which is also
the energy difference between the unstable state and the state into which it
decays. Khalfin [3] bases his theory with Krauss that long time ex potential
gravitational effects may have this type of an effect upon the universe.

z = E0 −
i

2
Γ, with E0 � Γ (1)

Senthil [8] defines quantum critical points, and showed that the theory of
condensed matter instead is on an infinite scale. Therefore that in at least (as
far as mankind is currently aware of) that theory of condensed matter when
applicable to the microscopic dimensions may also almost be on an infinite
level as well. This would end in a final result than that quantum theory is
much more diverse and may be on almost an infinite level . This is why this
paper proposes that as far as quantum theory is concerned, that quantum
theory should more accurately be re-explained, defined, and re-described be-
ing: ”Infinite Quantum Theory” instead. This gives the above mathematical
equation described as quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory of strong
interactions, may undergo phase transitions when its temperature and the
chemical potentials are varied.

QCD has been studied under laboratory conditions at the atomic levels
by colliding heavy ions at varying beam energies resulting in a thermody-
namic fluctuations, and predictable in computations involving baryon num-
bers high-energy heavy ion collisions. Thermalization allows the crossover
temperatures between normal nuclear matter.
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It is here that on the microscopy scale that this research paper proposes
that not only is there an expansion of the macro universe around us, how-
ever, that the micro universe is expanding as well, , however, in just the
opposite direction on the microscopic scale. Rather, just on such a small
infinite scale that when getting into microscopic measurements less than
one Ångström that past the point of 0.005 Ångström or in a conversional
scale into hypothetical Planck lengths that any organic or inorganic mat-
ter converts into Planck length measurements of about 3.093963677 x 1021

hypothetical (Planck Length Measurements). As also further discussed and
described by Stewart [9], this aforementioned conversion that the author of
this paper has produced imaging evidence of an atom and an electron from
a deceased inactive microorganism that demonstrates what may be a second
form of energy beyond the atomic and sub atomic positive charged energy
that in theory is referred to as ”dark energy” exists. It is known that such
dark energy exists in the macroscopic universe in outer space beyond Earth.
However, its never been proposed until the writing and publishing of this pa-
per that it theoretically could exist at the microscopic atomic to sub-atomic
levels as well.

However, this paper also proposes that while this energy holds what is
known in physics and the universe mankind is aware of, that inorganic and
organic matter do not exist at this point in time that is known. Rather,
what exists is just energy at this infinitely small level. Past the existence
of dark energy are other gravitational and magnetic fields of energy that in
the event were manipulated and became out of balance, that the ratio of
balance compared to energy loss is reformulated into a recycling of several
energy magnetic related and interconnected fields that produce themselves
into exotic quantum critical phases.

2 Methodology Getting into Measurements

Involving Hypothetical Measurements Smaller

than One Ångström (1 Å)

In March, 2011 the science of microscopy attained greater scientific achieve-
ment by being able to view and image a part of an object at 50 nm. This
new technology is known as ”Optical Virtual Imaging” [11].

The introduction of this technology is considerable in the science of mi-
croscopy considering that objects below 100 µm in microscopic measurement
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scale sizes were hard to image. This technology was able to image inside the
grooves of a ”Blu-Ray Disc” as small as 50 nm. However, the problem of
being able to microscopically image under medical conditions for instance a
cell, standard microscopic measurement scale sizes at best could image with
combination Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) when combined with a
Tunneling Electron Microscope (TEM) could image a cell at 700 µm and on
very rare conditions at 200 µm which would allow a cell to be viewed, but not
even the best microscopes in the world could not see smaller than this when
it came to seeing for example the structure of a cell, or it’s inner working
components. Not even when it came to the latest ”Optical Virtual Imaging”
could do no better than 700 µm when viewing a cell in like manner.

However, Stewart [10] presents and demonstrates that the Infinite Microsco-
pic-Macroscopic Imaging IMMI) imaging technological proceess when com-
pared to the ”Optical Virtual Imaging system” not only was able to improve
and show a significant amount more detail in the same images that the ”Op-
tical Virtual Imaging system at 50 nm” was able to attain, but the IMMI
system was able to attain microscopic measurement scale sizes within these
same images far, far, smaller than the ”Optical Virtual Imaging system at
50 nm” could ever hope to attain.

However, not only was the IMMI was able to accomplish this, but it was
also able to repeat the same results in a separate study using a ”Memorex
DVD” far, far, below the cost it took to develop the ”Optical Virtual Imaging
system at 50 nm” microscopic imaging technology. Including that the IMMI
technology when developed into a software package has the capability of
being able to turn even an average home computer into the world’s most
powerful microscope to see into the microscopic universe, and to see far
into the macroscopic universe out into outer space that the most powerful
telescope also known to man. The IMMI imaging technology is ahead of it’s
time.

Again, the reason the IMMI technological process is mentioned in this sci-
entific research paper, is also because of another one of it’s capabilities to be
able to see into the microscopic world at far smaller microscopic measurement
scales than have ever been attained by any microscopy instrumentation any-
where in the world, and reverse additional capability to see into outer space,
for instance farther than any known telescope can attain at the present time.
Because this paper is examining infinite quantum theory in relation to mass,
time, and space in the physical known universe, this type of technology is
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instrumental in being also capable of increasing science’s knowledge in both
the microscopic and macroscopic universes mankind is both subject to and
being able to understand how what we currently know and could still learn
more through the IMMI technology could improve our understanding of how
not just quantum theory and mechanics fit into our understanding of both
the microscopic and macroscopic universes. The title ”Quantum Theory” is
not descriptive enough. It should be entitled: ”Infinite Quantum Theory”.

Therefore never in the history of science has a microscopic magnification
measuring scale system attained the smallest microscopic measurements used
known as an Ångström. Because this is currently the smallest microscopic
measurement accepted in the in the science of microscopy, and because before
the IMMI technology became available the microscopic magnification scale
level had instrumentation that could attain such small microscopic measure-
ments, never before in the history of science have such small microscopic
scale measurements ever been attained before, not only in assessing parts of
objects far below the 50 nm microscopic measurement scale, but the IMMI
technology has also been able to do this with organic cells as well. To what
extent?

In another scientific research Resnick and Stewart [6] propose, present, and
demonstrate a detailed explanation of this imaging technology and gives a
number of examples where the IMMI technology attained microscopic mea-
surement scale levels much smaller than even 1.0 nm in being able to see
what certain ”objects” look like at this microscopic measurement scale level,
which is at least already at this point 50 (fifty) times smaller than what was
attained by Zengbo [11]. However, this type of microscopic measurement
scale level has never been accomplished as described in their paper. There-
fore, what the IMMI technology seen unprecedented, and although there is
a considerable amount of microscopic imaging evidence, for the most part
it is also projected in new hypotheses and theories, in order to be able to
connect as much as possible what is known in microscopy compared to what
has never been seen before at these smaller microscopic measurement scale
levels connecting the known to the unknown.

Stewart [9] describes and presents the IMMI technology utilizing it’s micro-
scopic capability, was able to captivate and attain microscopic measurement
scale sizes inside of a deceased Hadrosaur dinosaur cell at the atomic and
sub-atomic levels. Not only was IMMI able to capture on film and image
what an atom looks like, but was also able to capture on film and image
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what an electron of this atom looks like as well. Because of this, when look-
ing at an atom and electron at this level allows more data to be acquired not
only being able to view an atom and electron but also being able to image
these phenomenon is a significant advance in the science of microscopy. This
also allows the study of how an atom and electrons orbit and revolve around
each other in a counter-clock-wise rotational pattern. This also helps the
researcher to appreciate that there is much more to the microscopic universe
than what science is currently aware of.

Therefore, it also effects our overall assessment of how we currently un-
derstand or assess the atomic universe as a whole. In like manner this also
can effect how we may understand the macroscopic universe around us and
how this may actually refer to a similar classification of physics that apply
to outer space, and the universe that also holds the confines of the planet
we also live upon we name earth, and how this all may equally relate to a
rationale of infinite quantum physics, not only at the microscopic level but
macroscopic level in like manner. Simply put in theory ”In some aspects
what we see happening as far as how the microscopic universe functions is
how the macroscopic universe also referred to as outer space in some similar
aspects functions like the microscopic universe, but on just an enormously
and infinitely much, much larger scale”.

3 Hypothetical Applications of Smaller Mi-

croscopic Measurements in Relation to In-

finite Quantum Theory and a Needed Re-

vision of the Planck Length

An explanation is warranted because there are smaller measurements than
1 Å that can be used. These are known as ”Planck Length” measurements.
Because these smaller units of measurement are smaller than the microscopic
measurement known as smaller than 1 Å can be referred to they have to be
used in scientific hypothetical calculation and/or estimation terms and as-
sumptions since anything in hypothesis is essentially in basic aspects an un-
proven theory. Or may also be referred to a proposition, or set of propositions,
set forth as an explanation for the occurrence of some specified phenomena,
which is either asserted merely as a provisional conjecture to guide investi-
gation, such as would be seen in a working hypothesis or accepted as highly
probable in the light of established facts. Furthermore, even with the mea-
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surement of the Planck length, there is a limitation on how small something
may be. Therefore, this is why when the measurement of Planck lengths are
presented it will be in hypothetical measurement terms. The measurements
explained in text in this technical paper will use a conversion as to what the
Planck-length measurements are using a conversion scale from 1 Å or less
converted to a Planck length microscopic magnification measurement scale
[6].

3.1 Planck Length Revised Re-Definition is in Order

A revised definition are in order in terms of what the hypothetical mea-
surement applications regarding the Planck length. Because IMMI has been
able to capture images of atoms and electrons far below 1 Å microscopic
magnification scale levels hypothetically the Planck length is the smallest
measurement thought of and conceived yet, when it comes to the science of
microscopy. The author of this research paper proposes that a revision in at
least some of the understanding of the Planck length needs re-assessment.
This is proposed and presented in the following terms:

1. That under current accepted terms, the Planck length is the scale at
which classical ideas about gravity and space-time cease to be valid,
and quantum effects dominate. This is the ”quantum of length”, the
smallest measurement of length with any meaning. And roughly equal
to 1.6 x 10−35 m or about 10-20 times the size of a proton;

2. The Planck time is the time it would take a photon traveling at the
speed of light to across a distance equal to the Planck length. This
is the ”quantum of time”, the smallest measurement of time that has
any meaning, and is equal to 10−43 s. No smaller division of time
has any meaning. With in the framework of the laws of physics as
we understand them today, we can say only that the universe came
into existence when it already had an age of 10−43 s. Although this
is a measurement methodology it finds a transcending concept that
anything in the universe this small is most likely not applicable to the
laws of physics. Therefore, some of this needs discussion to put into
practical analysis as to making such measurements more of a potential
possibility, instead as it is now viewed scientific ally as being more of
an impossibility of measurements this small;

3. Therefore, in the science of microscopy the discipline has established
already through physicists that there is a realistic limitation to how
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small an object can be whether it be mass or energy that can ex-
ist in physics. The reason for this is because especially since about
2004 physicists have set a limit on the smallest length that can ever be
measured and have determined any device attempting to beat the limit
will be crushed into a black hole of its own making.The finding is based
on an analysis of interferometry, a technique that uses interference of
waves to measure small lengths. Quantum theory says that the more
accurate the measurement you want, the more massive the interferom-
eter you need. This also goes hand in hand with quantum mechanics.
However, the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena points out
that any very massive interferometer would have to be spread over an
extremely large region of space in order to establish any smaller size of
mass or energy. Therefore, otherwise the large mass concentrated in a
small area would produce strong enough gravity to form a black hole,
sucking in the interferometer; and

4. However, although what has been written above in the present under-
standing, the writing of this research paper has discovered that micro-
scopic magnification measurement scale sizes are more than possible,
they are probable, and the matter of the fact imaging evidence of this
is provided in Resnick and Stewart paper [6]. This is one of the rea-
sons why this research paper is written, in order to a new quantum
theory that takes quantum theory to the next generation where mi-
croscopic measurement scales are presented and demonstrated at the
sub-atomic scale at 0.006 Å. This research paper therefore entitled ”Infi-
nite Quantum Theory”, is based upon the fact that once attaining sizes
smaller than 0.005 Å or when converted into Planck lengths smaller
than -3.093963677 x 1022 Planck lengths, what happens is that there
are what seem to be bands of positive energy this research paper will
refer to a ”white energy”. ”White Energy” is the energy that first
presents itself when seen under for instance an electron microscope at
very high microscopic magnification levels. However, although this is
the case there is yet a much more powerful concentrated form of energy,
that in previous microscopic instrumentation was invisible and could
not be seen with even an electron or even a Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM). On second and third occurrences IMMI has been able to cap-
ture a secondary source of energy, as explained in detail in Stewart
paper entitled ”Atomic-Paleontology” [9].

Stewart shows a figure [9], what was able to captivate with IMMI, is an
image of an atom and electron that are as if : ”Frozen In Time”. Because
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IMMI was able to attain a much higher magnification than any microscopic
instrumentation available today, IMMI was able to captivate in a series of
micrographs an atom and electron from a deceased cell from what is known
as a typical Hadrosaur, the Brachylophosaurus canadensis. Evidently when
this dinosaur died long ago, eventually all of the Hadrosaur’s cellular activ-
ity ceased to function in like manner. Therefore, when all the atoms and
electrons were alive, energized, and in a state of moving activity, the or-
ganic atoms and electrons also died. Loosing their energy, ceased moving,
became inactive, destabilized, and became stationary fixed objects with the
Hadrosaur’s microorganism itself just if earth’s moon stopped moving.

In like manner this is also what happened to these organic atoms within
the Hadrosaur. The atoms and electrons also stopped and are now in the
same position they were when the molecules within the Hadrosaur died. This
is why these atoms are able to be imaged with IMMI and studied. In the
study of one of these atoms and an electron as well, the author of this paper
also observed that what seemed to be past magnetic field fluctuation patterns
were also left in an imprint pattern around the immobilized electron. It is
here that the same energy states of both positive and negative knowledge
that is currently known in how atoms and electrons function did the author
most likely was able to capture evidence of biological geo-chemical evidence
and in micrograph imaging captured these probable conditions. The images
in this other paper this author has just aforementioned are best exemplified
in that figure [9] where the dark areas in and around the solidified electron is
seen. Therefore, these dark areas around the solidified immobilized electron
are what has also been referred to on earlier pages of this research paper as
Dark Energy. Scientists have seen this for instance in outer space on the
macro measurement scale level and scientists know it exists. However, this is
the first a scientific research paper has given imaging evidence of this existing
at the atomic to sub-atomic microscopic levels.

Although this is presently accurate, scientific history has demonstrated
that as microscopy science and technology advances, that the precision of
microscopy methodologies, and instruments have become more precise being
able to measure smaller and smaller objects as well. The acceptance of
whether or not that the Planck length will become a more internationally
accepted standard of the smallest microscopic length instead of an Ångstŕ’om
will depend on the revision and progress in microscopic technologies in the
years to come. Since this concept of the smallest measurement is based upon
what is known as far as energy and the speed of light, this could change when
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particle accelerators show that the atomic and sub atomic particles of the
atom move faster than the speed of light itself.

When this happens the Planck length will have to be re-thought, contem-
plated, assessed, and revised to the new understandings attained. Kirshner
[2] asserts that based upon observation when in application to the macro uni-
verse and supernova observations that the expansion of the universe has been
speeding up. This unexpected acceleration is ascribed to a dark energy that
pervades space. Presently, scientists like Kirshner [2] believe that dark en-
ergy when combined with other observations in outer space, that dark energy
is composed of about 30% matter and 70% dark energy. New observational
programs and understandings when studying the cosmos is a modern ver-
sion of Einstein’s cosmological constant or another form of dark energy that
changes with time. Either conclusion points to gaps in our fundamental un-
derstanding of gravity. Gravity is usually thought in terms of ”Gravitational
Force” with gravity. However, current understandings of what scientists re-
fer to a gravitational force may be the incorrect terminology used for this
phenomenon. The question has to asked: What is forced?

When taking any and all magnetic forces that act on negative and positive
field like on any type of a magnet or even the most complex and sophisti-
cated magnetic fields in the world there could be the factor that gravity is
a constant. The most likely reason that we cannot understand the substan-
tive force of gravity per say, is because subjectively it does not exist as we
perceive it.

Furthermore the cause of the space-time distortion is also because of the
need for the negative and positive balances that are needed in the universe be-
tween mass and energy themselves there is a constant ongoing never stopping
balancing and counter-balancing of these balances at all times. A continuum
of time and space distortion itself could be expressed in the Amici Band re-
cycling system where bands of recycling waves of all of these negative and
positive forces cause distortions between mass and energy in the universe
on a constant basis. Within the infinitely applied quantum physics and me-
chanical mechanisms that the universe itself exists upon is what is really in
truth what any and all ”Gravitational force” is truly all about that mass
necessitates in order to exist in a field of energy, in the case of most of the
universe dark energy.
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Therefore based upon the same data and evidence the same applied as far
as the microscopic universe is concerned, however on just in the microscopic
universe the difference in respect to energy, mass, on the microscopic scale
in composed of white energy, and dark energy makes up the foundation to
white energy and a balance between the two which effects everything in both
the micro and macro universes. However, that behind dark energy there are
additional forms of energy in which dark energy derives it’s source of energy
from and all of thee recycle within each other in gravitational and magnetic
field cycles in an infinite never ending source of regenerating all energy in
both the microscopic and macroscopic universes.

4 Conclusion

Therefore, this is where infinite quantum theory and infinite quantum me-
chanics apply. Whereas Krauss [4], Laughlin [5], Schopf [7] and last ”The
Landau paradigm” [1] agree more with the description and terms that quan-
tum mechanics should be re-assessed that the theory of quantum theory,
should be re-explained, described, and re-defined with a more accurate title
known as: ”Infinite Quantum Theory” instead.

However, how does this effect the hypotheses of the Planck length? Again,
as a matter of reference in getting involved in measuring from internation-
ally current accepted smallest microscopic magnification scale measurement
known as an Ångström and because this technical paper presents for the first
time in scientific history where the measurement of an Ångström has been
attained investigating not only an atom and electron of a microorganism, and
because some of the microscopic magnification scale measurements attained
are so small.

The Planck length is based upon hypothetical assertions because until
IMMI no other microscopic magnification measurement scale instrumentation
has been able to attain these levels of magnification. Therefore, since this
has been the case the hypothetical terms in which this is applied in this
paper which further proposes new infinite quantum and infinite quantum
mechanics theories this research paper proposes that because there are several
sources of energy in both the micro and macro universes around us that
constantly draw and regenerate each other the Planck length does not need
to be deduced from the speed of light, mass, and energy in outer space, but
needs to be based upon the sub-atomic particles of energy itself in a now
advanced accelerated state, and such acceleration makes the Planck length
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to be more accepted in science as more of a ”probable realistic” means smaller
measurements instead, of a hypothetical measurement. Based foundationally
on that sub-atomic particle acceleration capabilities faster than the speed
of light in the universe. In like manner similar to what may be seen and
measured in a ”massive particle accelerator”. Such are the complexities
when dealing with what likely in the macroscopic universe being applicable
to ”Infinite Quantum Theory”.
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MYCOPLASMA GENITALIUM
MOLECULAR IMAGING STUDY FROM

10.0 x 10−6 m TO LESS THAN 0.25 x 10−9 m

Stewart, R.∗

June, 2013

Abstract: Even the world’s limited six currently available super-micro-
scopes at best have a maximum microscopic measurement scale viewing and
imaging capability, most of the time at 50.0 nanometers (nm / 10−9 m), and
at the rare very best 20.0 nm limited capability to view and image a inorganic
and especially organic specimen. Such as a cell, and cannot view or image in
great detail without the use of blurry dies any of its inner cellular components
or structure. It is even more difficult to study much smaller viruses, and even
a molecule, and especially its atoms up close, and maybe even see atomic
particle electrons arching off the atom in like manner. Therefore, since any
and all other current microscopes have these limitations, what is needed is
a microscopic technology that is at least ten to twenty times more powerful
than even the world’s currently six available super microscopes, that could
view and image any of the: aforementioned microscopic conditions at less
than 0.25 nm. Henceforth, the ÅNGSTRÖM MICROSCOPE (AM), is the
methodology used to do accomplish this.

Key words: Mycoplasma genitalium , Cell, Molecular, Cellular Disease,
Pharmaceuticals.

1 Introduction and Background

Mycoplasma genitalium is a small parasitic bacterium that lives on the
ciliated epithelial cells of the genital and respiratory tracts of men. It is

∗PhD, CEO at Stewart Research, Founder of EXO-SCOPE Project (Gonzales TX,
USA) e-mail: rs@stewart-research.com
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also the smallest known genome that can constitute a cell, only after the
endosymbiont Carsonella ruddii. Until the discovery of Nanoarchaeum in
2002, M. genitalium was also considered to be the organism with the smallest
genome. Huber [3] between smallest parasitic bacteria and smallest free living
bacteria. However, although controversial some scientists and researchers
believe it is also the smallest bacterium constituting what is considered to
be the smallest form of life known as well. The primary reason for this is
because although viruses are smaller in size, again, some scientists also do
not believe that viruses are alive. Rather, are the lower fundamentals in
bacterium that are just below the next step needed in chemical processes to
constitute what is known by science as life.

Figure 1: Intracellular Mycoplasma genitalium infection of hu-
man vaginal and cervical epithelial cells, elicits distinct patterns
of inflammatory cytokine secretion and provides a possible sur-
vival niche against macrophage-mediated killing. In the figure ar-
rows and asterisks point to Mycoplasma genitalium infected cells.
(Source: McGOWIN et al [6])
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2 The Methodology

A (functionally equivalent) microscopic technology entitled by the acronym
ÅNGSTRÖM SCOPE, based upon a second technology known as IMMI (Infi-
nite Microscopic - Macroscopic Imaging), is used for this microscopic imaging
study. These technologies have the capability to not only view a cell, virus,
disease, and their components and structure below 200 microns (µm / 10−6

m), but also attain microscopic measurement scale levels at the molecular-
atomic level and/or less than 1.0 nm. The Ångström-Microscope in will be
referred to as AM.

Figure 1 presents and demonstrates an image of numerous Mycoplasma
genitalium cells that measures approximately 10.0 µm in diameter. However,
the microscopic measurement scale bar as seen in the bottom left corner
of this image measures 1.0 µm. This will be the starting and beginning
point where in this paper explains and describes the investigation of this cell
further.

However, again [11] in the supplemental materials video, which URL will
be supplied at the end of this paper. So, that as a visual aid this video will
be able to take up where this paper leaves off at and the video will offer
an additional investigative perspective as to what this cell looks like when
staring at 1.0 µm and eventually attaining microscopic measurement scale
sizes less that 0.25 nm.

Stewart [11] is first a comparison of this technology is made with a new vir-
tual imaging technology that introduced itself in March, 2012. This new Vir-
tual Optical Imaging takes a Blu-Ray DVD disc and in between the grooves
of this disc is reveals some objects/anomalies at a diameter of 50 nm. How-
ever the IMMI technology not only provides you with some fundamental
preliminary information, in this document but in the video.

This document and the videos will supply more than enough information
to show that the IMMI technology is the world’s most powerful microscopy
technology and that the exploratory investigation into the M. gentialium cell
from about starting at 1.0 µm in the initial image and then truly starting
from about 0.50 µm microscopic measurement scale level as a beginning
point down to approximately 1.0 nm or smaller into the workings of this cell.
However, in the first video attains a goal down past the 1.0 nm goal and we
stop at seeing anatomy and the electric charge in the possible electrons can
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be seen as they resemble exhibiting an atomic electrical arc. Between the
electron and atom at a microscopic measurement scale of about. 0.25 of 1.0
nm, and smaller electrons may be seen arching off an atom at possible into
the atomic particle Ångström microscopic measurement scale level as well.

3 Attaining a Visual and Imaging View of

The Molecular Structure of The M. gen-

tialium Cell

Figure 2: Gold visualization on the nanoscale. (Source: NPRL [14])

In the video, you’ll notice that there are probable molecules (clusters of
atoms) bound together as seen in [14] similar fashion as shown in these gold
atoms in Figure 2. The point is that it is noticeable that all of these inorganic
gold cell molecules have a strikingly similar a Cluster of Grape-like Shape to
the molecular structure of these molecules composed of about twenty or so
atoms each. In like manner when the AM presents and demonstrates images
inside this paper on its following pages persons reading, viewing and studying
this paper its images, and the supplemental materials video that is mentioned
at the end of this paper, will see that the grape cluster like shape of the gold
molecules that are seen in Figure 2, will also have a similar grape cluster like
shape to some of the mycoplasma gentialium diseased cell molecules shown in
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this paper and the supplemental materials video providing another viewing
and audio perspective to this paper in like manner, that the author of this
paper requests that you watch as well. In addition to your reading, and
viewing of images in this paper as well.

Figure 3: Intracellular Mycoplasma genitalium infection. (Source:
Author using AM)

The Figure 3 depicts a little larger view of the cell. In figures 4 to 35 in
the rest of this paper, will be showing closer and closer images deep within
this cell down to less than 0.25 nm. However reference [13] discusses and
helps the reader in understanding the cell.

Figure 4 (A-D) not only present and demonstrate that the Ångström Mi-
croscope is attaining closer and closer images, of the cell, but higher and
higher resolution images as well.

Figure 5 depicts the AM attaining microscopic measurement scales from
approximately 500.0 to 35.0 nm. Figures 4 to 35 are also seen as images in
the supplemental materials video URL at the end of this paper. the author
of this paper would also like to invite you and encourage you to watch this
video in addition to this paper. Which will also give you a different visual
and audio aspect to this paper as well.

The goal is to continue to attain smaller and smaller microscopic mea-
surement scale sizes until attain a microscopic measurement scale level of
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Figure 4: Intracellular Mycoplasma genitalium infection. (Source:
Author using AM)

lass than 0.25 nm. The AM is at least 25 times more powerful than today’s
limited six available super-microscopes.

The continued goal in Figure 10 until the end of this paper is to focus on the
area in the image above which shows a yellow double horizontal arrow. Above
this arrow is going to be a conglomeration of several molecules together. As
the AM attain closer and closer microscopic measurement scale sizes down
into this cell what will be seen in upcoming images is more and more detail
regarding these molecules and in which they will be seen as several individual
molecule clusters as well. Please keep viewing each image up through Figure
15.

The left-bottom corner of Figure 13 is the same image as seen also in Figure
12. This is shown in order to show that it is also the same image as seen in
the upper-top-right corner of Figure 13 above (where the long colored arrow
points to). Except, the image in the upper top right corner above is enlarged
and again shown closer to the 25.0 nm microscopic measurement scale level,
as the AM attains smaller and smaller microscopic measurement scale levels
into the mycoplasma gentialium cell. The orange arrow points to possibly a
large atom. Which is the final goal of this paper at less than 0.25 of 1.0 nm.
The large possible atom is about 2.0 nm in diameter.
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Figure 5: Closer look of Mycoplasma genitalium infection. (Source:
Author using AM)

The left image of Figure 14 is the same 2.0 nm possible large atom that
will be the last objective and goals for this paper. The right image, again,
is the same multiple cluster of molecules in this conglomeration of molecule
clusters.
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Figure 6: Continues to provide a closer look at this cell and 65 and
than 35 nm of Mycoplasma genitalium infection. (Source: Author
using AM)

Figure 7: Continues to provide a closer look at 45.0, 35.0, and 15.0
nm of Mycoplasma genitalium infection. (Source: Author using
AM)
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Figure 8: A yet closer look at 35.0, and 15.0 nm of Mycoplasma
genitalium infection. (Source: Author using AM)

Figure 9: Continues to provide a closer and closer to its goal.
(Source: Author using AM)
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Figure 10: A look at 35.0 and 15.0 nm of Mycoplasma genitalium
infection. (Source: Author using AM)

Figure 11: A look at 25.0 nm. (Source: Author using AM)

Figure 12: Continues to provide a closer and closer look at 25.0 nm.
(Source: Author using AM)
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Figure 13: A yet closer look at 25.0 and 2.0 nm of Mycoplasma
genitalium infection. (Source: Author using AM)

Figure 14: A much closer look at Mycoplasma genitalium. (Source:
Author using AM)
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4 (Possible) Types Molecular Clusters, Sys-

tem Properties, and Dimensions of their

Phase Space, Within the Cell

The type of atomic and molecular clusters that may be seen perhaps are
aggregates of 5 to 105 atomic or molecular units. They classify according
to the forces holding them together which in Figure 14 since the multiple
groups and conglomeration of molecular structure may also suggest that the
type of molecular structure seen would be a:

• Organic-Ionic Like Molecular-Clusters, Where valence electrons are al-
most entirely transferred among closest neighbors to yield 2 net, equal
but opposite, electric charge distributions that mutually attract;

• Cluster System Properties and Dimension of the Molecule’s Phase Space-
may exist is that their molecular stems are from both from their size
and composition, which contributes to the binding force types, that
determine the number of dimensions of their phase space the ranges of
accessible positions and velocities of their atomic components; and

• A large fraction of their component atoms is found at their surface
defines many of their properties. With increasing size, the relative
number of atoms at the cluster surface. One has to reach beyond a
variable threshold of 9 to 27 component molecules, depending on the
strength of the inter-molecular forces, to find global minimum config-
urations that hold at least one interior molecule. At the other end of
the scale a cluster of about 105 atoms will expose only about 10% of
the atoms at its surface, a still significant percentage in comparison to
the bulk.

At right-middle of Figure 15, are two molecules can be seen to the left , as
the AM attains smaller microscopic measurement scales sizes, the eventual
last goal of attain extreme close up images of the large possible atom to the
far left middle part of the image, above that has a double yellow horizontal
arrow measuring 2.0 nm in diameter. This is the large atom seen enlarged
next in Figure 17.

The left image (Figure 16) Is still the AM image, where the yellow arrow
in the upper top left part of the image above, points to the large possible
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Figure 15: A much closer look at Mycoplasma genitalium. (Source:
Author using AM)

Figure 16: A look at aatom (L) and a boron hydride molecule model
(R). (Source: Author (L) and Wikipedia Commons (R))
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atom. Whereas the orange colored arrow is the next smaller green colored
atom will be the last phenomenon investigated in this paper. However, the
red arrow point to a molecule that has an arrangement structure which has
some similarities as seen in the larger image of a boron hydride molecule
model as seen in the larger image to the right.

The aqua arrows point to a molecule cluster and a molecule can also be seen
in the bottom left corner of the image above (Figure 17). Again, the orange
arrow points to the last likely ionized atom that this paper will investigate as
the AM continues to attain closer and closer microscopic measurement scale
images towards this atom measuring approximately 0.25 nm.

As it can be seen in Figure 18 and 19 the AM keeps attaining microscopic
measurement scale sizes never seen before and the atom which measure 0.25
nm becomes larger and larger.

Figure 22 present and demonstrates a brief review of the atom that is
being investigated at 0.25 nm. Where the orange arrow points to of course is
the atom as it may have been seen in Figure 15 to the far left of the image.
The long yellow arrow points to the enlarged view of the atom. Whereas
in the image to the far right is the next enhanced and higher resolution
view and image of this atom. It may barely be able to be seen but in the
purple /light lavender colored atom to the far middle right, there appears
to be ionized electrons that are arching off the atom. In this paper’s next
bibliographical reference [4] discusses as to why electrons will arch off an
atom at a considerable amount of speed as this paper will present more and
more as Figures 22 to 27 in this paper.

Reference [4] further examines and ask the question: Why do electrons
arc /speed away in an opposite direction away from the nucleus of an atom?
To answer this question in simple terms we use this partial quote from that
reference source:

Electrons are indeed far away from the nucleus! If we could magnify the
simplest hydrogen atom to the size of the earth, then the nucleus (a proton)
would only be about the size of a basketball. It would be at the very center of
the earth and that lonely electron would be found somewhere out in earth’s
atmosphere. All of the space in between the electron and the basketball-size
nucleus is empty!
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Figure 17: A closer look at the atom. (Source: Author)

Figure 18: A closer look at 0.25 nm. (Source: Author using AM)
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Figure 19: A yet closer look at 0.25 nm. (Source: Author using AM)

Figure 20: A look at 0.25 nm inside the cell. (Source: Author using
AM)
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Figure 21: As it can be seen closer and closer images attain better
and better views of this atom. (Source: Author using AM)

Figure 22: A yet closer look at 0.25 nm. (Source: Author using AM)
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But why the electron is so far from the nucleus is no more mysterious than
some of your everyday experiences. Imagine that you tied a baseball to the
end of a long rubber band. You hold the other end of the rubber band in
your hand and start swinging the ball around in a circle. The faster the ball
goes, the more the rubber band stretches and the farther away is the baseball.
In an atom, an electron is attracted to the nucleus by the electromagnetic
force, similar to your rubber band. Like your baseball, the faster the electron
goes, the farther away from the nucleus it is. The electrons in an atom are
moving pretty fast, so they are far away from the nucleus. If you dig a little
deeper into the problem you will discover some differences, though. Unlike
the rubber band which pulls harder on the ball as it is stretched more and
more, the electromagnetic force gets weaker as the electron and nucleus get
farther apart. This does not change the basic idea. It’s as if the rubber band
never breaks, but just stretches more easily the longer it becomes. Another
difference is that nature only allows atomic electrons to have certain amounts
of energy - they can only go at certain speeds. The science that explains this
is called ”quantum mechanics”. The slowest allowed speed is the one that puts
that electron 8,000 miles away from the basketball-sized nucleus! It could have
more energy and be even farther away!

So, this excerpt from reference [4] provides a simple illustrative explanation
and description about the electron arching away from the atom-(as will seen
more and more of in Figures 22 to 27, as this paper continues to examine
this atom at much closer, and closer AM views and images.

5 Application of An Atomic Orbital in an

Electrons Function in Consistency with the

Organic AtomWithin the Mycoplasma Gen-

italium Cell; and Possibly All Organic Cells

In Figure 23 the colors show the wave function phase. These are graphs
involving mathematical functions which depend on the coordinates of one
electron, that also may affect the atoms density more directly.

Whereas, Orchin [7] provides additional bibliographical references involv-
ing quantum dynamics in consistency with the way that an electron functions
as it repels in a rapid velocity away from the atom as seen above in Figure
23. An atomic orbital is a mathematical function that describes the wave-like
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Figure 23: The shapes of the first five atomic orbitals. (Source:
Anne Marie Helmenstine, 2005)

behavior of either one electron or a pair of electrons in an atom. Orchin [7]
continues to explain this function and how it can be used to calculate the
probability of finding any electron of an atom in any specific region around
the atom’s nucleus.

The term may also refer to the physical region or space where the electron
can be calculated to be present, as defined by the particular mathematical
form of the orbital. Which also may include an electrons’ phase space as well.
Where [8] explains how and why each orbital in an atom is characterized by
a unique set of values of the three quantum numbers which correspond to
the electron’s energy, angular momentum, and an angular momentum vector
component, respectively. Any orbital can be occupied by a maximum of two
electrons, each with its own spin quantum number.

Griffiths [2] also answers the question: How fast does an electron travel in
an atomic orbital? Some articles further discuss that this is a matter and
question of quantum dynamics. Whereas, discusses [9] and [8] explains, and
describes that if you transfer sufficiently large momentum to the nucleus, the
atom gets excited including a probability to get ionized. This is described
with the second atomic form-factor. This article continues to discuss the
problems associated with this. In the fact that because [10] the core 1 (nu-
cleus) of the atom is inside the atom.The word core usually mean nucleus

1The core and/or the nucleus is thought to be about 75,000 to 100,000 times smaller
than the atom itself. This would make the nucleus at the smallest microscopic measure-
ment category established by microscopic measurement sciences known as the femtometer
(fm / 10−15 m). To explain this further and to break it down into simpler terms it may
be better understood this way. There are measurements smaller than 1 Å (Ångström /
10−10 m) is 100 times smaller, and 1 fm is 100,000 times smaller, and is about the size of
an atomic nucleus. But there are not any technologies available to practically do anything
on that kind of length scale, so the smallest useful scale is about an Ångström.
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Figure 24: Closer views of the atom. (Source: Author)

Figure 25: The atom, view 1. (Source: Author using AM)
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plus inner shell electrons, and these are hard to move together, independent
of the outer shell electrons.

Figure 24(A) is the atom in the previous image that has a diameter of only
0.25 nm. Whereas Figure 24(B) is the image enhanced that depicts electrons
arching off the atom at high velocities as also explained in [5]. Which further
discusses that these kind of atoms and the ionized electrons become a fast
charged projectile at short distances is smeared quantum mechanically due
to nucleus motion around the atomic center of inertia. This paper goes on to
further explain and described in detailed terms using a hydrogen atom and
its electrons as similar examples as to what is also seen in the mycoplasma
genitalium cell as well. An excerpt from this paper also specially explains
quote:

For example, the positive charge cloud size in the Hydrogen ground state
is much larger than the proper proton size. It is even bigger for the target
atoms in excited initial states.

The elastic scattering at large angles is generally weaker than the Ruther-
ford one since the effective potential at short distances is softer than the
Colombian one due to a natural cutoff. In addition, the large angle scatter-
ing leads to the target atom excitations due to pushing the nucleus (inelastic
processes). The difference and the value of presented below non relativistic
atomic calculations is in non perturbatively (exact) nucleus ”dressing” that
immediately leads to correct physical results and significant technical simpli-
fications.

As can be seen in Figures (25 - 27) there is a large amount of excitation
where the atoms are arching from an electrically charged environment. The
electrons may also be arching due to quantum oscillation, where the electrons
are also arching off into a vacuum at the north positively charged side of the
atom-(as seen on top), and around the circumference of the atom in like
manner.When it is also possible where there is an attraction of the electrons
back to the proton.

5.1 Brief Discussion

The end of this paper helps the reader to further understand that when
the ÅNGSTRÖM MICROSCOPE / IMMI technologies are able to view the
above molecules, as has been shown in this paper from especially Figures
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Figure 26: The atom, view 2. (Source: Author using AM)

Figure 27: The atom, view 3. (Source: Author using AM)
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3 to 27, that an intense presentation and demonstration of not only being
able to see the cellular and molecular structure of this diseased mycoplasma
genitalium cell, but also for the first time in scientific history has a human
beings cell been seen below the molecular level, it’s atoms, and even it’s
electrons as well far below the 0.25 nm level.

In the video that you are about to watch, are seem much smaller than 0.25
nm. While at even a smaller measurement scale possibly exhibits positively
charged electrons. Which can also be seen producing atomic arcs occurring
in a vacuum field above an atom itself. It also may be that electrons are
actually strings protruding from protons much like arch’s off a Van DeGraff
device.

There are also arch’s off to the right that seem to come out of nowhere,
those may be Virtual positrons popping out of the vacuum and disappearing
back down into the vacuum. A natural tenancy, as electrons ”attract a
positive charge from the vacuum as they extend farther from the proton. As
the electrons re attract to the proton, the virtual positron fades back into the
vacuum. It also makes a person think about the connection as also described
in the supplemental material.

6 Conclusion

Trentadue [12] may also help the reader of this paper to understand that
when we remember what was seen in Figures 3 to 27 and the smallest mi-
croscopic measure scales ever attained in order to be able to see a cell in its
molecular level, its atom and also electrons it, helps to remind of that [12] de-
scribes that in the macro universe perhaps dark energy results from strange
behavior on scales smaller than atoms. The physics of the very small, called
quantum mechanics, allows energy and matter to appear out of nothingness,
although only for the tiniest instant. The constant brief appearance and
disappearance of matter could be giving energy to otherwise empty space.
However, although dark matter may have nothing to do with a human cell
the very fact that what has been seen at the atomic level and the arcing
of the electrons on the atom also makes us believe that in retrospect seeing
this for the first time in scientific history in this paper, that may even be
in a sense a correlation between the micro universe and the macro-universe
as far as dark energy is concerned. That is very well may be the AM that
eventually used as a new diagnostic tool to find a connection between the
micro and macro universes.
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For the first time in human and medical scientific history, the depths of the
inner components and structure of not only a human cell, have been attained,
to view, observe, study, connect data, together between the known and what
until now had been the unknown workings of a human cell. The new knowl-
edge, understandings and insights, and enlightenment attained by this was
also attained by the combination of two technologies known by the acronyms
ÅNGSTRÖM SCOPE and IMMI (Infinite Microscopic-Macroscopic Imag-
ing) technologies.

However, what has been learned in this paper. Yet, not only have the
inner components and structure of a cell been seen, but also for the first
time in human and medical scientific history has the molecules of any human
cell been seen. [5] The light microscope has a limit of resolution of about
200 nm (0.2 µm). This limit is due to the wavelength of light (0.4-0.7 µm).
Cells observed under a light microscope can be alive, or fixed and stained.
While the SEM (Scanning Electron microscope), TEM (Tunnelling Electron
Microscope), and even the AFM (Atomic Force Microscope) cannot actually
see at best the inner workings of a human cell at best about 200 nm. Although
they can only view and look at replicas (computer models) at replicas of dead
cells, after fixation and heavy metal ion staining. Electrons are scattered as
they pass through a thin section of the specimen, and then detected and
projected onto an image on a fluorescent screen. Whereas the AFM has to
run feelers over the surface area and two computers generate an image of
what the area felt like. Much like a blind person running their fingers over
an object to get a mental impression as to what they feel and see. But, not in
great detail. Whereas this paper, and the two online media videos (that the
reader of this paper is invited to watch after reading this paper), has taken
the human cell down to a microscopic measurement scale level of below 0.25
nm and shows not only what a diseased human cell looks like, but the atom
and possible electrons of the atom of the atom that are arcing off the top of
the atom into an open vacuum. This has opened up new dimensions for the
human cell to be studied and the unknown about it with having to rely dyes,
and/ or on computer modeled replicas and the such to learn more not only
about the human cell, but the diseases of the human cell as well. Hopefully
in this case leading to better treatments, pharmaceuticals, and maybe even
partial or full cures of diseases within the human cell itself.

6.1 Supplemental Material

Theoretical observations of intracellular Mycoplasma genitalium 1.0 µm to
1.0 nm. Available at: http://tpv-technology-private-viewing.weebly.com/
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MODELLING OF DIFFUSION AND
DISPERSION OF HOT WATER

DISCHARGE VIS-A-VIS
HYDROTHERMAL-INFORMATICS
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Abstract: Since the modelling of diffusion and dispersion of hot water
discharge problems should include the post-thermal behavior affecting the
environment, there is an urgent need in our country to develop and formu-
late ”HYDROTHERMAL-INFORMATICS” in order to maintain thermal
pollution within the permissible limits prescribed by the Indian Standards.
So far, it is not clear how far and how much (level and degree) of aquatic
life (flora and fauna) of the water body is affected in any of real situations
under operational condition in our country. This is illustrated using data
from periodic field studies during operational condition in case of Biscayne
Bay, USA. Keeping in view the periodic data on post thermal discharges in
India, the mixing zone concept and Indian Standards need to be re-examined
A probabilistic approach for defining the mixing zone using world bank stan-
dard may also require further attention in defining mixing concept in Indian
standard. Based on pre and post corroborative field studies, an adequate
hydrothermal-informatics could be formulated and developed. In this paper,
the authors have emphasized the need to synthesize the analytical work and
field data related to thermal dispersion in order to re-examine the thermal
standards at outfall related to the mixing zone and permissible temperature
differences and modify, if necessary.

Key words: Modelling, Diffusion, Dispersion, Water Discharge, Hy-
drothermal.
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1 Introduction

Spreading of a pollutant introduced in a water body and changes which
occur in its distribution and concentration include diffusion and disper-
sion (mixing). This dispersion is greater than hundred times larger than
the turbulent diffusion. Mathematical modelling of hot water discharge is
just one part of the area of technology for which the name Hydrothermal-
informatics is suggested. Hydroinformatics has to do with the whole gamut
of information technology in hydraulics and water resources, whereas the
hydrothermal-informatics includes Hydroinformatics including information
on all the aspects of thermal pollution and related socio-economic and legal
aspects. Hydrothermal-informatics includes both the researches in theory of
thermal dispersion as well as practical information of relevance to hydraulic
and environment engineering in particular and the society in general. The
basic premise in hydroinformatics is that one cannot any more carry out hy-
draulic research without simultaneously researching how this research work
is to be applied in practice. By the way the researching the mode of applica-
tion, one can properly identify the real need of hydraulic research in practical
aspects.

When hydroinformatics was first introduced at the end of the 1980s, it
was still centered around the use of existing numerical models and modelling
systems. Hydroinformatics then built up its system around these models
to provide such products and services as decision support systems, diagnos-
tic systems, forecasting systems,real time control system and many others.
From the early 1990s onwards however, the focus has shifted strongly to-
wards examining and selecting means of encapsulating knowledge, in confor-
mity with the nature and socio-economic requirements of the applications.
The participatory approach adapted by the Chilika development Authority
for restoration of biodiversity of the lake has been shown in the form of hy-
droinformatics in Figure 1 and Figure 2 of Bendre [4]. Singh [21] reveals
that hydroquality is a new concept which is an extension of water quality
modeling.

2 Modelling of Hot Water Discharge

The region of water body which undergoes changes in temperature due to
heated water discharge is termed as the thermal plume. This begins at the hot
water outlet and extends in horizontal and vertical directions. The behavior
of thermal plume is influenced by many parameters such as the flow rate and
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temperature difference at the outlet and its characteristics, flow dynamics
of receiving water body, relative locations of intake and outfall, withdrawal
velocity, type of structure and the meteorological conditions. The thermal
plume can be broadly divided into two zones: namely near field and far field.
Near field is the zone adjacent to the discharge point.

Near field dilution and initial spread of buoyancy of thermal discharges
can be determined using a hydraulic scale model for any type of outlet. Far
field models need scale distortion for several reasons. In order to guarantee
the similarity of turbulence, the vertical scale must exceed a certain value.
Therefore, undistorted models would lead to large horizontal model dimen-
sions and flow rates. Secondly, correct reproduction of heat loss through
the water surface also requires scale distortion. For this reason near field
modelling which requires undistorted scale must be done separately. The
near field results are then transferred to the far field mathematical model
as a boundary condition. The full 3-D, semi 3-D, 2-D vertically integrated,
2-D laterally averaged and 1-D advection dispersion temperature models are
available in literature Singh [21], Sivighia & Toro [20] and Chao et al. [7]
which can be used depending on the nature of the problem and flow pat-
tern in real situations. If the water movement is mainly 2-D horizontal and
if density current is of minor importance, a semi 3-D approach can be ap-
plied. The water movement is computed on a depth integrated basis. From
the output fields a 3-D flow field is computed assuming logarithmic velocity
profiles in the vertical. These data are put into the 3-D temperature model
which gives the temperature distribution pattern. In general, mathematical
modelling of diffusion and dispersion processes involves solution of continuity
and momentum equations along with the equations of conservation of heat.

3 Near Field and Far Models

Although the near field model may realistically simulate flume behavior in
the vicinity of the outfall, they are not capable of accurately simulate effluent
transport in area significantly away from immediate vicinity of the outfall.
The far field model is required to realistically predict the transport and fate
of effluent in those areas. In a paper by Blumberg et al. [5] the authors have
attempted to reproduce the near field behavior by a far field model in case
of hydrodynamic and water quality models for Masschusetts Bay, USA. The
near field behavior of an outfall plume has been simulated by using various
near field plume model for example CORMIX and many other models as
given in Blumberg et al. [5]. Far field models have been reported by many
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authors including Blumberg et al. [5], Manivanan et al. [14] and Patil et al.
[18].

4 Need for Post Thermal Discharge Data (Bis-

cayne Bay, USA)

The CWPRS Khadakwasla has been involved in conducting physical and
mathematical model studies along with field data collection of thermal power
plant. The periodic degradation of aquatic life of the water body and the
extent of mixing zone are presented in Table 1. A close study of Table 1
indicates that the aquatic life in the vicinity of outfall (within 0.84 Km2)
was destroyed after a period of fourteen months. This emphasizes the need
for similar studies for the existing thermal power plant. Laboratory research
for the effect of thermal discharge on individual aquatic environment will be
highly beneficial and could be a supplement to field studies.

5 Post Thermal Discharge in Arabian Gulf

In Kolluru et al. [13], RasGas operates a LNG facility on the north east
coast of Qatar, north of Doha. RasGas discharge cooling water into Arabian
sea resulting maximum temperature rise of 10 oC with minimum jet momen-
tum. The hot water thermal plumes show that the plume radial dimension
are much larger than the 100 m radius limit proposed by the World Bank
[22], but the nixing zone dimensions can be altered or redefined based on
its by impact on local biological conditions as proposed by the World Bank.
The benthic data that has been collected in vicinity of the RasGas site allow
the definition of the mixing zone based on biological impacts rather than
arbitrary dimension. World Bank standards allow site by site determination
of the mixing zone based on local biological community. Biological survey in
the immediate vicinity of the thermal discharge show few species and num-
bers where as bottom organism further away from the discharge are more
abundant.
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Table 1: Post Thermal Discharge Data of Biscayne Bay, USA (2.080 MW,
temperature rid 7.9 oC)

Period after operation Thermal Effect on Aquatic Life

Three months 8,000-12,000 m2 area of barren sediment was found
off the month of discharge canal Turtle grass was
completely gone in this area (8,000-12,000 m2)

These area are were covered by irregular mats of blue
green microalgae

Six and half month Barren sediment area were expanded to 400,000 m2

(0.40 Km2) Noticeable damage to benthos (grass in
particular) was apparent over an additional are of

800,000 m2 (0.8 Km2)

13 months Regrowth in turtle grass occured over much of
800,000 m2 (0.8 Km2) area that had been

adversely affected. However an area of 0.4 Km2

near mouth of discharge canal still remained
devoid of usual benthic biota.

First week of 13 months Further deterioration of benthos becomes apparent.
The coral colonies within 350-550 m of the outfall died
and some dead corals were found as much as 750 m

from the outfall.

Third week of 14 months The turtle grass at 550 m from the outfall was losing
its green colour to brown and some of turtle grass

beginning to loose colour and vigour at distance up to
900 m from outfall. At 750 m from the outfall, 50-70%

of corals were dead.

Fourth week of 14 months Thousand of dead fishes were found within 900 m
from outfall - A complete kill of aquatic organism
occurred over an area of 0.84 Km2 - Bottom was

littered with dead plants and animals in addition to
wilted and browned algae and covered a total area of

2.7 Km2.

During 16 months Increase in temperature of bay water at least 2.2 oC
over an area of 2.5 Km2 and near mouth of discharge

canal temperature was about 4.4 oC.
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Table 2: Summary of Effluent Temperature Standards

Country Standard

World Temperature increase of not more than 3 oC
Bank 100 m from the point of discharge (where the zone is not defined)

Standard Variations in dimension 95% of the plant operating off the month

USA Maximum temperature: Depending on the organisms living in a
particular ecosystem

Max. Temperature increment:
in streams 2.8 oC, in lakes (epilimnion) 1.7 oC

in estuaries and coastal waters summer 0.8 oC and
winter 2.2 oC

Mixing zone defined as the area in which the temperature
is higher r than the temperature permitted under the receiving

water standards
For estuaries and streams it is recommended that adequate
passageways will be provided to permit movement of drift

around potentially harmful mixing zone.
Passageways should be preferably 75% of the cross-sectional

area and/or volume flow.
Mixing should be accomplished as quickly as possible through use
of devices which ensure that the waste is mixed with allocated

dilution water in smallest possible area

Russia Temperature rise of rivers and lakes:
Summer: 3 oC, Winter 5 oC

Complete mixing of the heated effluents must take place
within 500 m of the discharge point

Germany Max temp at the end of condenser discharge canal 30 oC
Max temp in surface water after mixing 28 oC

Max temp increment in surface water after mixing 3 oC
DO should not fall below 5 mg/l

Switzerland Max temp at the end of condenser discharge canal 30oC
Max temp in surface water after mixing 25 oC

Max temp increment in surface water after mixing 3 oC

India Condenser Cooling Waters (Once through cooling system)
Temperature Not more than 5 oC higher than the intake water

temperature
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6 Regulation Acts/Standards in USA, Rus-

sia, Germany, Switzerland & India Along

With World Bank Standard

Table 2 presents the summaries of effluent temperature standards for World
Bank, USA, Russia, Germany, Switzerland and India. This Table is self-
explanatory and is not discussed here. The environment (Protection) Act,
(Ministry of Environmental and Forest, 1986) says Temperature rise of con-
denser cooling water discharge from thermal power station to the receiving
body should not be more than 5 oC above the ambient temperature whereas
in India the temperature rise through condenser is found to vary from 7 to
10 oC. The Bureau of Indian Standards vide IS:2490 (Part I) 1981 states that
Industrial effluents discharged into inland surface waters shall not exceed 400
C in any section of the stream within 15 m downstream from the effluent out-
let, while discharging into public sewer or into marine coastal areas the limit
is 45 oC (including ambient) at the point of discharge. Maharashtra Pollution
Control Board Act states Temperature in the receiving water at 15 m from
the discharge point shall not be more than 5 oC above ambient. This 15 m
and 5 oC need to be carefully examined in Indian scenario as Table 2 shows
that the thousand of fish were found dead with 900 m of outfall. Table 2
shows that the USA standards regarding permissible temperature differences
and mixing zone length are more stringent and hence conducive to preser-
vation of aquatic life. This aspect of relating temperature and mixing zone
length to the preservation of aquatic life need to be carefully studied based
on analysis of field data in the Indian context, and necessary modifications
in the standards introduced. The probabilistic approach using World Bank
standard [22] was described in Kolluru et al. [13] and Manivanan et al. [15].

7 Monitoring Post Thermal Discharge Data

on Environmental Parameters in India for

Reexamination of Indian Standard

In Indian standard as described in Table 2 along with standards of World
Bank, USA, Russia, Germany, Switzerland are required to be re examined
after corroborative field studies in respect of pre and post thermal discharge
data affecting in totality in physical, chemical and biological parameters.
Ghosh et al. [10] described the detailed monitoring of physical, chemical and
biological characteristics which includes;
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1. Abiotic characteristics (DO, BOD, COD, alkalinity, calcium, magne-
sium, potassium, sodium, nutrients like nitrates, phosphates, etc along
with physical parameters like color, temperature, odor, pH, and con-
ductivity).

2. Biotic characteristics (Phytoplankton, zooplankton, bacteriological study
on total coliforms and facial coliform).

The post thermal discharge data collected as given in Table 2 shows how at
an interval of 3, 6, 13, 14, 16 months. Aquatic life of sea is being damaged and
recouped in Biscayne Bay, USA. No monitoring of environmental parameters
for this case study has been done. The post thermal discharge data collected
into Arabian gulf in the vicinity of outfall discharge as given in Kolluru et al.
[13] is very meager and benthic data that have been collected in the vicinity
of the RasGas site allow the definition of the mixing zone based on biological
impact rather than arbitrary dimension.

The DO, TC, AN and pH have been collected and monitored as given in
Gupta et al. [11]. The phytoplankton species assemblage and their relation-
ship to hydrographic factors in the vicinity of old Mangalore port at coastal
Arabian sea have been collected and monitored in Harnstorm et al. [12].
APHA [2] [3] literature are examination of measurement of environmental
parameters.

Accordingly it is suggested that the executive authority concerned with
operation of thermal discharge at different locations of east and west coast of
India may decide in collecting and monitoring post thermal discharge data on
environmental parameters affecting the aquatic life of sea and to reexamining
the Indian standard in the light of the most important changes in the biotic
and abiotic characteristics of post thermal discharge data.

8 Conclusion

In addition to conducting physical and mathematical model studies of
thermal discharges in the water body, it is essential that data concerning
observed temperature differences between outfall and intake point, length of
near-field zone and conditions of flora and fauna and BOD be collected in
order to examine the permissible limit prescribed by respective Standards.
Such study will help in improving the design methodology and environmental
quality, thereby fulfilling the social obligation. The rise of 5 oC or so at outlet
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be clearly defined in terms of mixing zone taking into account of the diversity
of ecosystem of hydrological and seasonal variation of cooling water sources
namely (i) large lakes including impoundment (ii) Coastal marine water body
(iii) rivers and streams and (iv) estuaries, while keeping in view the standards
and field data collected of other countries listed in Tables 1 & 2. Thus there is
a need to develop and formulate hydrothermal informatics, which includes all
the information related to hydraulics and water resources, thermal pollution
in respect of biotic and abiotic characteristics, socio-economic issue and legal
implications and post thermal discharge data affecting flora and fauna are
required to be collected in India for further reexamining mixing zone concept
and Indian standards.
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THE MATRIX AND ITS HOLOGRAPHIC
FORM

York, W.E. ∗

September, 2013

Abstract: This paper will attempt to give a refreshing theoretical view
along with explanations of how and why ”The Virtual Holographic Matrix”
becomes an actual physical Matrix template. The Virtual Holographic Ma-
trix is and has also been known over the years by other names such as ”The
Aether”, sometimes spelled Ether but spelled Aether so as not to confuse the
word with the known gas called Ether, and ”The Continuum” or more explic-
itly known as just ”The Space/Time Continuum.” These past formulations
of concepts regarding this subject lack an in depth view in how to explain
and describe from a theoretical perspective regarding the subject material
that has been published in the past. Therefore, the author chooses to use
the word Matrix here in this paper. For it represents the main point of the
related subject material although presented and demonstrated in not only
explanation and description, but in multiple visual aid imaging alternatives
as well. Discussing and ending in final results of the basic virtual dynamic
”Fields” of energy and forces, which fill the Void that space and everything
else resides there in.

Key words: Space, Time-Continuum, Holographic, Aether, Matrix.

1 18th Century Preliminary: Aether Scien-

tific Concepts and Developing Theories

More importantly the basic Virtual Holographic Matrix is the template
that matter forms out of. I will try to give you a theoretical view of how and
why this might take place. Sit back and open your mind to a unique view

∗MSc, Consulting Service through PSientific Research (Greenville SC, USA) e-mail:
warreny01@gmail.com
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of how nature is at the most basic atomic, sub-atomic and quantum levels.
No known rules or laws will be broken during the process. Our basic tool
to kick off this process will be that of Ancient Mathematics to support our
conclusions. This will be a mind experiment into theoretical physics. The
author hopes to show how theoretical physics can be dynamic and productive
instead of just dry and void of color. An ancient math tool will be provided
to allow the reader to do his or her own exploring and become part of this
ever evolving process.

With the 18th century physics developments some physical models known
as Aether Theories were used in concept as an explanation and description
of electromagnetic or gravitational forces in scientific terminology as further
discussed in however the earliest application for what in the early stages of
theoretical Aether theory started sometime in the 1670s.

Figure 1: Portrait of Isaac Newton, at age 46. (Source: Godfrey Kneller,
1689)

However, further discuss [7] how at first Newton (Figure 1) used the idea
of aether to help match observations to strict mechanical rules of his physics.
However, the early modern aether had little in common with the aether of
classical elements from which the name was borrowed. These aether theories
are considered to be scientifically obsolete, as the development of special
relativity showed that Maxwell’s equations do not require the aether for the
transmission of these forces. However, Einstein himself noted that his own
model which replaced these theories could itself be thought of as an aether,
as it implied that the empty space between objects had its own physical
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properties. Whereas Rosenfield [8] and Newton [6] implies that Newton used
Aether theories to promote a further understanding of the law of physics
regarding and concerning the laws of gravitational forces instead.

Whereas Einstein [3] raises the questions and further discusses with what
Einstein wrote in his paper regarding the early modern aether models being
superseded by general relativity, occasionally some physicists have attempted
to reintroduce the concept of an aether in an attempt to address perceived
deficiencies in a current physical model as proposed by [3] one proposed
model of dark energy has been named quintessence.

However, Zlatev [9] improve upon the concept and theory of Aether Theo-
ries when this paper also introduces and proposes that Aether Theories were
also made up of because of the Cosmic Coincidence, and the Cosmological
Constant that affects the physical properties thereof.

2 Incorporating Past Aether Theories Into

A Proposed Theoretical Conceptual Holo-

graphic Matrix

Figure 2: Time frame window. (Source: Author)
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In Figure 2, our X and Z planes are our Space and Time planes. Our
Y planes is the Speed of Light (c). As our target (box) accelerates to the
speed of light in our X axis plane and the Z axis space/time dilation plane
will warp up into the direction of the Y plane, the speed of light results in
the elongation effect.

2.1 Back Engineering the Matrix

Persons such as Christiaan Huygens suggested that wave theory of light
traveled in the form of longitudinal waves via an elastic medium having zero
density [5], called Aether. However, later other scientists such as Maxwell,
Einstein and de Broglie, later, proved that the nature of light wave is trans-
verse instead of longitudinal.

However, when considering the back engineering as to what is explained
and described and seen in Figure 2 the above graphic, has an obtuse drawing
of a box set in Euclidean Geometry space. Consider this representation as a
box that could reside in our physical world.

The box is drawn on graph paper with X, Y and Z coordinates. The lines
on the graph paper represent our virtual Matrix for the box. The points of the
lines for the box have plotted coordinates in our Matrix that represent points
in Time and Space. This box represents the macro world in this drawing.
For the micro world however things are a little different. The micro world
plays with Time in an omnipresent state.

For the macro world our representations hold true to all the laws that
govern the macro level. For example below in Figure 3 is found the same box
drawn on the Matrix graph paper in the graphic on the next page.

If in theory acceleration was applied to the speed of light notice how the
box seems to elongate to our view to become just a line. The line now
giving the box the impression it has elongated. If we were in that same box,
however, you would not notice any change other than being in a moving time
frame. Notice also this acceleration is taking place along our X and not the
Z axis or the Y axis. This tells us we are also dealing with a polarization
reference in our macro view. This polarization is very important. Notice
how the Z axis bends up to align with the Y axis giving the impression to
the exterior viewing point of that moving time frame.
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Figure 3: Physical level for a moving time frame. (Source: Author)

The graphics in Figure 3 show why the results seen at the physical level
for a moving time frame. Most physics books only tell us this phenomenon
occur for our target, the box in our case, as elongation but not the why and
how as presented here. I must give credit, however, that math is provided
to explain this process in the text books. I feel a mind’s eye view will make
a better total view simplified for the common person. The equation for the
Time dilation observed by the static Time frame of the moving frame is:

∆ =
2L

c
(1)

From the frame of reference of a moving observer traveling at the speed
v relative to the rest frame of the clock, the light pulse traces out a longer,
angled path. The second postulate of special relativity states that the speed of
light is constant in all frames, which implies a lengthening of the period of
this clock from the moving observer’s perspective. That is to say, in a frame
moving relative to the clock, the clock appears to be running more slowly.

Straightforward application of the Pythagorean Theorem leads to the well-
known prediction of special relativity:

The total time for the light pulse to trace its path is given by:

∆t‘ =
2D

c
(2)
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The length of the half path can be calculated as a function of known quan-
tities as:

D =

√
(
1

2
v∆t′)2 + L2 (3)

Substituting D from this equation into the previous and solving for ∆t’
gives:

∆t′ =
2L
c√

1− v2

c2

(4)

and thus, with the definition of ∆t:

∆t′ =
∆t√
1− v2

c2

(5)

which expresses the fact that for the moving observer the period of the clock
is longer than in the frame of the clock itself.(Source: Public Domain)1

3 A Grid Makes Up A Matrix. What Is A

Grid?

A Virtual Matrix consists of multiple grid lines. When two or more grid
lines cross or intersect a point of holographic data is formed. With unlimited
grid points an infinite holographic lattice is formed. The difference between
data storage in a Matrix and that on a recording media such as CD’s or
DVD’s and even tape is that the data stored in the infinite lattice formed in
the Matrix by intersecting grid lines is holographic in nature, and the others
are not. That is the data shored is complete inside and throughout of the
target being stored. An optical hologram, however, is the exterior of the
target stored in 3D. Stereograms are 2D. However, one can make a moving
stereogram.

Above in Figure 3 is a graphic representing our graph paper lines as a
three-dimensional Matrix with intersecting grids. This grid consists of virtual
lines. These lines can consist of force fields such as magnetic lines of force

1This quote appears in many sites in the internet without a reference.
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are both physical and virtual at the same time. When grids intersect as
they do in our Matrix forming virtual cubes we have interference patterns at
the points of grid intersections. This in turn forms our Virtual holographic
Matrix. Now here comes the spooky part at the macro scale. Pictures this
Matrix grid in your mind’s eye as not just a three-dimensional Matrix grid
but a four-dimensional Matrix grid with the factor of Time added.

All we have done to transform our Matrix from X, Y and Z axis to the
fourth dimensional axis is we have added Time. We have done this by placing
a clock inside each box within the total Matrix grid.

This shows that the spookiness Einstein’s talks about doesn’t start at the
micro level but actually exist at our macro level in the physical world also.
Here is the kicker, however. If we set all our clocks to the same exact moment,
they will automatically start going out of synch and over a period of what
we call TIME will be in disagreement with each other. Also notice how
this disagreement in Time keeping looks just like what a holograph would
indicate.

Within each cube of Space/T ime however, no change in Time would be
noticed. It’s only when observing a different block of Space/T ime do we
notice a time difference. Time outside our Space/T ime block (square or
cube) has really changed. It’s only constant when viewed from inside our
own block.

This holds true for each and every block of Space/T ime. Time has really
changed for everybody but us and the same for each one of them. Yes very
spooky. Everything is relative from the point it is viewed from.

In a hologram, each block contains the exact same total image but at a
slightly different angle. In our physical level, however, the holographic data
displays itself as each clock running at a slightly different rate. This rate
depends on where the observation is taking place. This is fascinating. See
photo next page for our 4D Matrix consisting of clocks, Time as the 4th

dimension.
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4 A 4 Dimensional Space/T ime Matrix By Adding

Clocks For Every Point In Space

By adding clocks we now have our first generation Space/T ime physical
Hologram. The target and its Space/T ime hologram however is not the same
as in a laser hologram but does contain relative Space/T ime data within its
holography. To have a holographic Matrix one must have at least two grids
that intersect. That point of intersection is the interference between the
two grids and is holographic in nature. That means it has encrypted data
that if processed will yield total information stored within that holographic
intersection that is now becomes what we call a Matrix. If we have more than
two intersecting grids we now have infinite holographic intersection points.

Figure 4: Optical Illusions: Black Dots. (Source: The University of Sydney
Psychological Society)

InFigure 4, can you see the virtual dots stored in this grid demonstration?

5 Infinite Storage Capacity For Future De-

vices

The history of storage capabilities has gone from wire, old wire recorders
to tape recorders to digital and optical storage devices such as CD’s, DVD’s
for all information video, text, sound, and so forth. The next step in this
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evolution has now become what the Internet calls a Cloud. A cloud is sim-
ply a large storage device somewhere on the net that can be accessed from
anywhere within that net. You will now find clouds built into new programs,
photo and even cell phones.

To have a holographic device that is built into every device that has infinite
storage such as the Matrix cube will free up the Internet traffic there by
letting the Internet and Internet clouds be the source for updates to data
that is added or changed in the pool of already acquired data for man. It
will mean each cell phone, laptop or tablet can now have its own infinite
storage capacity there by allowing the owner to choose what specific data to
be stored and updated at will. In the medical field alone this will be priceless.
The only limiting factor is on what media this Matrix storage bank will be
stored.

6 Matrix Storage Media

There is a storage media that has been un-noticed by many up until the
release of this paper. This information comes from a non-classified project
I myself was once in on. For security reasons I will not go into the project
itself other than one of the spin offs from the project related to our new
storage media here. This new storage media is a crystal. Not a new age
crystal without a scientific foundation but a crystal with specific properties
that allow it to become a recording and playback media. I will not give
the name of the crystal used where this ability was first noticed for it does
not seem to have to be a specific type crystal but only crystal structure in
general. Example let’s take just one type crystal and that is a crystal that
is known as a salt crystal.

Without going into details, one researcher ran this salt experiment and
when, I will just stay focused on the subject at hand. That is the ability
of a crystal to hold and maintain holographic data until ready to turn that
holographic data back into some kind of physical information or object. What
we have next is a salt crystal as an example of just one form of data that
can be encrypted into a crystal by using that encrypted holographic data.
That data in this case is that of the full alphabet from A to Z. That data
was not only encrypted into the salt crystal but also processed to provide
the data encrypted within the holographic crystal as the alphabet A to Z
photographed (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Salt Crystal displaying its encrypted holographic data, The Alpha-
bet A to Z.

7 Ancient Chinese Holographic Line Math

Here is an example of the Matrix process consisting of a Holographic Vir-
tual Matrix of at least two intersecting grid lines. The intersection yields
data that is holographic in nature due to the interference pattern caused by
the two lines intersecting from their position in Time and Space. When the
lines intersect they cause an interference pattern in the Aether that holds
usable Holographic information (Data).

Here is an exercise you can do for yourself to help you get a grasp on
this concept. It is an Ancient Chinese form of multiplication math that has
been long forgotten in modern times. Way before the development of what
is now called the Abacus by the ancient Chinese as a calculator there was a
mathematical process used by the ancients for lack of proper words I’ll just
call Holographic Line Math.

A five year old can do this exercise and get correct results without having
to know any higher form of math including the basic multiplication process
we use today. This will work for any size number but we will deal only with
the simplest form here. That will be of 12x23 =?. If your battery runs out on
your calculator no worry for you will not need a battery. And if you do not
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know your multiplication tables? No problem! Just follow the steps listed
next. See how to produce a holographic Grid yielding correct calculated data
each and every time.

Like the later development of the Abacus they both were what we to-
day would call no batteries included calculators. They both could perform
complicated math calculations. The Holographic Line Math method however
gives us our first step to a Matrix as a set of grid lines that will develop into a
grid array eventually forming a Matrix with infinite intersecting Holographic
grids.

This ancient virtual multiplication method actually forms a virtual holo-
graphic grid array. Again the grid array being the first stage in the de-
velopment of a much more complicated virtual Matrix consisting of infinite
holographic Interference patterns.

Later a modification unrelated to the Chinese line math to do addition
was developed separately by the Ancients to keep track of stock and crops
by using up to four short lines in a row with the fifth line across the four
diagonally to give a total of five count. These were grouped in groups of five
to give a total count and so on. This then developed and eventually evolved
into what we now call Roman Numerals (I, II, III, IV, ...) and so on by the
Greeks.

Figure 6: Line Math for addition. (Source: Alberto Cairo, 2013)

When understanding multiplication only for our virtual Line Math has a
direct connection in the understanding of our Virtual Holographic Matrix
where the above addition is only a physical level method of keeping track of
groups of items in the physical level and is not holographic in nature. To use
our Ancient Holographic line math calculator follow the steps shown on the
next pages.
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Figure 7: Tally Marks. (Source: www.worksheetfun.com)

The numbers we want to multiply are simple and can be done in one’s
head but for demonstration reasons here we will take the process one step at
a time. You will need a sheet of paper and a writing pen or pencil.

The numbers we will be multiplying are 12x23. I will not supply the answer
up front but have you see it as it is acquired in the process. Now our first
number is the number 1 from the full number of 12. I have put an underline
under the 1. We will now be drawing our first numbers lines at a 45-degree
angle from top left of page to bottom right of the paper. See our line for
number 1 in Figure 8.

Figure 8: 12x23 =?, Step 1. (Source: Author)
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Now our second number in the full number of 12 is that of the number 2.
We will leave a space after drawing the first line for number 1 and then draw
two more lines together for the number 2 as shown below to complete our
full number of 12.

Figure 9: 12x23 =?, Step 2. (Source: Author)

Our number for multiplication once again is 12x23. For the second num-
ber, we will be creating a grid for in the full number 23 is that of 2. This
time we will be drawing our lines (Grids) from the bottom left at a 45 degree
angle up to the upper right of our paper as shown below. Since the number
is 2, we will draw 2 more grid lines together in a row as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: 12x23 =?, Step 3. (Source: Author)
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The second number in the full number of 23 is that of 3. Once again, we
leave a space after the first full number of 23 in our 2nd full number to be
multiplied. We now draw 3 more lines in a row as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: 12x23 =?, Step 4. (Source: Author)

Now we have completed our grid lines for the multiplication of 12x23.
We now must separate events to obtain our holographic points as such be-
low. The thick black vertical lines drawn below represent separation between
events (holographic points or grid line intersections).

Figure 12: 12x23 = ?, Step 5. (Source: Author)
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Now it’s time to process our holographic data back into usable information.
The holographic information in this case it the answer to the multiplication
of 12x23. To process the grid lines, we simply count all the intersecting
points to the left of our big black separation line. We find our grid intersects
the other grid lines twice noted by using 0. We write the first number in our
answer as shown below as the number 2. Two thick separating lines gives up
three areas of processing so at this point it tells up we will have a total of
three numbers for our final answer.

Figure 13: 12x23 = 2 ?, Step 6. (Source: Author)

The second area or zone for our processing is the center area between
the left thick black separating line and the one on the right. Once again, we
count the intersecting points of our grid, and we get the number 7.

Figure 14: 12x23 = 27 ?, Step 7. (Source: Author)
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Now for our final step in processing the holographic answer we do the same
for the area or zone on the far-right side of our paper. We count 6 intersecting
points. Therefore, our 3rd and final number in our answer is the number 6
giving us a total answer of 276. The key is to draw your grids at the proper
angle and always in the same sequence. Any size number will work, but as
you get larger numbers, there will carry points and more separation lines.
The process will work for any numbers you choose to multiply. Have fun and
play with the holographic line grid.

Figure 15: 12x23 = 276, Step 8. (Source: Author)

8 Why is The Virtual Matrix So Important?

The virtual Matrix is important because Nature already uses it. Below is
a lattice pattern for atoms. The dots represent grid lines when you connect
the dots. Depending on the spacing of our grid dots will dictate the shape
of the formation of the atom structure. Notice below a relaxed Space/T ime
lattice will give the shape of that of a square. When the spacing is altered
as in the next lattice, we will get a rectangle and so on and on.

Something to think about here is Nature alters this lattice in Space/T ime
all on its own forming different atom molecule formations and therefore,
different elements. GE way back in 1989 or before was playing with this
idea and had success. In the project, I told you about the same effect was
noticed. Some of the work of John Hutchison also can alter the Virtual
Matrix and its lattice to get items to form inside other items as he shows in
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his YouTube videos (see Suplemental Material). What Hutchison is doing
without knowing how to control the process is alter both Space and Time
of our Matrix. The applications of this are very far reaching but not within
the scope of this paper.

Figure 16: The five distinct kinds of Dirichlet domains for a two-dimensional
lattice. (Source: [2])

9 Future Research Will Lead To Many New

Applications

As hinted in this article there are several different methods for encoding
and decoding the Matrix grid. The method with the Salt Crystals and the
one I was allowed to be a part of opens up area’s man has not begun to
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even explore as of yet. The latter and better understood methods employ
photons and light (different frequencies) and are encrypted much like the
normal Holographic is today. There is a wall that slows down the ability to
encrypt infinite storage data. This hurtle can be resolved. However, with
another invention I have a working prototype for.

Most of my ideas are not just theoretical in nature. I always try to produce
a working prototype before I release any information to the public, In this
case here I saw one such process evolve. The prototype was not my own but
one that was used by others in the process of the research. This method is
repeatable. However, so the process is the actual prototype. This is a spin-off
from the Salt Crystal encryption method. Another invention or I should say
a discovery of my own having to do with interference pattern decryption
is that of a device I have not found an application for yet. I call it ”The
Mind Switch.” This is where a person can code a switch program digitally
to function by interference from thought only.

It works on the ability to program the switch with 1’s and 0’s. It is done
by controlling what is called an avalanche signal with just the mind. Most
avalanche signals once they go into saturation do not recover. I found a
method to recover the signal and there by convert the up or down or silent
levels into one’s and zero’s. In turn this can be programmed to turn on or off
a light as an example by just pure thought alone. This was a spin-off from
an old 1980 CIA request to develop a method to control an aircraft with
non-contact to the pilot.

They developed a contact and eye tracking method that is used today
in having the weapon’s point at whatever target the pilot is looking at. My
method does not follow the body movement or eye tracking, but uses thought
alone. Again, a working prototype exists. It was proven not to be just a
random mind process for I had dropped the electrical device, and it stopped
working. When I opened it up, I found a wire had come loose from its contact
point. I re-soldered the wire and the device started working once again. That
device is hanging on my computer room wall. I have included a photo below.

The following pages show a working prototype ”Mind Switch” development
of mine that uses interference patterns of both RF and acoustic waves.
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Figure 17: The Mind Switch - Diagram 1. (Source: Author)
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Figure 18: The Mind Switch - Diagram 2. (Source: Author)

Figure 19: The Mind Switch - Diagram 3. (Source: Author)
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10 Conclusion

The Matrix and Its Holographic Form has been discussed at length in this
paper from a theoretical, mathematical, and by illustrative renditions. The
author only includes this device in this paper because this is just one of the
many spin offs that can be developed from understanding the Matrix and
its properties. Remember an interference pattern be it optical, acoustical or
electromagnetic is holographic in nature.

The biggest hurtle as was discussed in this paper the author started to
cover on a few pages back, that if a storage capacity, if this matrix system
is applied past the theoretical basis and version of this paper, it is also a
distinct possibility that the same holographic matrix data could theoretically
be transferred to a crystal as well. Or even non holographic data as is done
now on a digital format.

As we already know recording data is still limited to the space on the
recording media. Unless it is a crystal that can accept holographic data we
must be able to pack as much data into that limited space we have to work
with. In future papers the author of this paper will go beyond the confines of
this paper. introducing methodologies using multiple frequencies at the same
time. This allows more tracks to be recorded in the same space and can be
selected as needed. The problem here, however, is this method even though
it expands our storage ability on a standard media disk it can be expanded
if an array of lens apertures on the micro scale could be developed.

Any Photonics’ magazine today, what is trying to be accomplished is what
has been outlined in this paper especially when it comes to a system of
possible infinite storage capacity. However, to be able to capture this into
a micro array is expensive and difficult to control. There may be a future
paper explaining this authors current and future research. That incorporates
a working prototype that can record multiple arrays of photonics data in a
very simple process, with a variable array of applicable lens apertures. They
are all on a sheet of film and can be selected one at a time or thousands in
the same instant. Some of which may also be expressed as also discussed
and explained in references [1] and [4] the relative velocity and gravitational
theories of time dilation in like manner.
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10.2 Supplemental Material

Moving Stereogram.
Available at: http://ppl.ug/v0gZmD3PDos/

Hutchison Effect.
Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeUgDJc6AWE

Plasma Matrix.
Available at: http://ppl.ug/YG2glcUgN7U/
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A CLASSIFICATION OF THE SOUTH
ATLANTIC BY THE SEAWIFS

CHLOROPHYLL CONCENTRATION
VARIABILITY IN ECOLOGICAL

PROVINCES
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Abstract: This work proposes a subclassification of the South Atlantic
Ocean based on the Empirical Orthogonal Function methodology applied to
chlorophyll concentration. Other parameters (such as the temperature of the
sea surface, wind speed and sea level anomalies) are also analyzed, correlating
the results to physical processes occurring in the ecological provinces. The
analysis, which is based on remote sensor data correlation, between NOAA,
SeaWIFS and the TOPEX/Poseidon satellite, indicates a strong relationship
with upwelling events and coastal discharges in some of the regions.

Key words: Ecological provinces, remote sensing, multivariate analysis,
physical processes.

1 Introduction

The South Atlantic Ocean (SAO)(Fig. 1) presents a large degree of spatial
and temporal variability. Its system of ocean currents and the distribution
of solar radiation generate specific ranges for many variables such as the
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Figure 1: From [33], modified according to chlorophyll distribution as seen
in satellite images.

sea surface temperature (SST), which can fluctuate between 15◦C and 30◦C,
and chlorophyll concentration (CHL), ranging from 0 to 6 mg/m3. Crossing
the SAO basin, the South Equatorial Current (SEC) flows westward of the
subtropical gyre, guided by trade winds [42] [40]. At a latitude of about
12◦S, it reaches the Brazilian coast and divides itself onto two new currents:
the North Brazil Current (NBC), which flows to the Gulf of Mexico [35]
and the Brazil Current (BC), flowing southward with the continental shelf
[40]. Part of the SEC and the NBC suffer a retroflection toward the African
coast, which will form a front system and feed the equatorial trade winds
[18]. Flowing northward, the Falklands Current (FC) covers the entire coast
of Argentina, Uruguay and parts of Brazil. Is a branch of the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current (ACC) and flows northward in the opposite direction
of the CB, charged with nutrients [30] (Fig. 1). The physical processes that
occur throughout the region (such as upwelling events, gyres systems and
vorticities, as coastal discharges) might influence the differences between the
characteristics of each current.

We aim to define Ecological Provinces (EP) as oceanic regions that cover
relatively large areas characterized by different biological and physical fea-
tures and atmospheric influences. Our definition of EP is based on the analy-
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sis of CHL measured by satellite sensors that cover the SAO. The joint anal-
ysis of the sea surface temperature (SST), sea level anomaly (SLA) and wind
speed (W) will point out which physical processes are influenced. However,
several classifications of the SAO have already been proposed by different
authors [22] [23] [38] based on oceanographic parameters. A detailed classi-
fication that includes two other provinces i.e. the ETRA - Eastern Tropical
Atlantic and the BENGA - Benguela Current can be found in [44].

Taking into account the previous subclassification of the SAO proposed by
[10], a dynamic method is now developed in this paper, to define the bound-
aries of the EPs based on the statistical analysis of physical and biological
data. The contribution of this study consists of a new and more accurately
and objective zonation of the SAO in terms of EPs from remote sensing
data. In addition, the methodology is fully based on advanced multivariate
techniques applied on remote sensing data sets.

2 Methodology

The data used in the study encompasses monthly global fields provided by
sensors such as the AVHRR from the NOAA satellite (Pathfinder - Version
5) for the SST at 4 Km resolution data, the SeaWiFS for the CHL data
(Version 3, at 9 Km resolution) [17], the TOPEX/Poseidon radar altimeter
for the SLA at 25 Km resolution, and the Quikscat scatterometer for the W
data at 25 km resolution. The sample size of these four parameters spans a 10
year period from January 1998 to December 2008. A new methodology is now
developed to define the boundaries of the EPs. A new layer of complexity
was added in the Lempel-Ziv (LZ) analysis [19] of the CHL data in order
to find troubled areas. What follows is a multivariate method based on the
modes of variability.

The covariance matrices were used to extract the oscillatory modes by
means of Empirical Orthgonal Function (EOF), which defined the relevant
regions. The EOF was used to classify areas, generating clusters with sim-
ilar patterns. The variability analysis was then performed using Singular
Value Decomposition methods, in order to calculate the temporal variability,
the spatial oscillatory modes and their corresponding eigenvalues [48]. This
procedure allowed the analysis of anomalies in the SAO. The time series asso-
ciated with temporal patterns of each mode are dimensionless and represent
the evolution of spatial modes in time [49]. The SAO area is therefore di-
vided into sub-regions, statistically confirmed by the two-sample significance
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [25]. We have also calculated the spatial mean
of the four variables, and the basic statistics were applied in each EP. This
analysis will observe the rate of change in these variables and compare the
results with those in the bibliography.

3 Results

3.1 Analysis of Variability Modes: EOF

As previously stated, the EOF allows the decomposition of a field into
spatial and temporal components. Given that the first analysis is based
purely on biological factors, the EOF was only applied to the monthly CHL
fields. The first mode represents 68.7 % of the variance and corresponds
to the annual mean seasonal cycle (Fig. 2A). Its spatial pattern also shows
that the region of strong seasonal variability is mainly concentrated within
the coastal regions and the Eastern Equatorial Atlantic (EEA). The second
mode (Fig. 2B) explains 5.63% of the total variance. The temporal amplitude
corresponds to an interannual variability of the seasonal cycle, identifying
regions with the highest rate of change in the spatial mode.

These regions are centered in the South and Southwest shelf zone and in
the Eastern side of the study area, probably influenced by the Equatorial
Upwelling Zone. The peaks during the austral winter in the southwest sug-
gest upwelling events which could even help to identify different masses of
water. The third mode (Fig. 2C), with a percentage of variance explained of
2.39% shows some variability in the southern platform. Regarding its tem-
poral amplitude, semi-annual intervals may be observed, with minor cycles
corresponding to specific events in the southern and southeastern Brazilian
shelves. All together explains about 77% of the total variance. The linear
correlation analysis between the fields of mean CHL concentration and the
first EOF mode was also conducted to ensure the last one to the evolution
of the annual cycle (Fig. 3).

Some periods were found, one of few months and the annual and semi-
annual identified above. In [15] it was observed that highest pigment con-
centration values (greater than 0.06 mg/m3) appears below a frontal region
beginning at approximately 30◦S, which coincides with the northern limit of
the Subtropical Convergence Zone [2]. They proposed a classification of the
SAO by means of a PCA of the chlorophyll-a.
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Figure 2: Oscillation modes originated from the EOF applied to the CHL
dataset; Temporal amplitude graphs are represented by time in years; spatial
patterns in Log10 units - final values must be exponent in base 10. Scale units
are in mg/m3.
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Figure 3: Correlation between CHL mean field and EOF 1st mode. Black
lines are the valueless coastal area.

Same sign values of the EOF in the second mode (Fig. 2B) are located in
four different areas: the brazilian coastal zone from the south of the study
area up to the Abrolhos region (17◦23’ S - 18◦10’ S and 38◦33’ W - 39◦06’
W), the Equatorial zone, and two other regions, probably influenced by the
Benguela current and the African coast. Opposite values are associated to the
subtropical gyre, and the Eastern Brazilian coast. The time series from this
mode appears to be related to interannual oscillations, with austral spring
and summer peaks. As is the case with the second one, the third spatial
mode (Fig. 2C) presents highest magnitudes coming from the southeast of
the studied area and some upwelling zones. This amplitude can be correlated
with a few months of intra-seasonal variability, as showed by two different
peaks in the time series oscillation.

3.2 Complexity Coefficient

The Lempel-Ziv’s complexity index gives an idea of how complex is a bi-
nary chain. After the isolation of the time series of values for each pixel, these
were transformed onto binary time series, computing then the complexity in-
dex.The spatial pattern of the Lempel-Ziv’s complexity index is shown in
(Fig. 4). It shows that the center of the SAO (where the subtropical gyre
is) has low complexity, with mean values around. The highest complexity is
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Figure 4: Lempel-Ziv complexity graph.

located in the equatorial Atlantic and smaller areas near the coast.

Combining the results from the Lempel-Ziv complexity index and those
from the EOF analysis, it is possible to propose a preliminary classification
of the SAO into four EPs, with different regimes of variability. There is a
separation between the northern and southeastern Brazilian coast and the
South Eastern Atlantic region (SEA).

3.3 Pertinence of the Ecological Provinces

The belonging of the different pixels to a EP has been estimated by sim-
ple basic statistical techniques applied to spatial averages of chlorophyll in
each EP. First the mean and standard deviation of each proposed EP was
computed (Table 1) to be a basis of the distribution of CHL in each re-
gion. The first EP shows the highest values (see Fig. 5). Regarding the
size of chlorophyll concentration, the most equatorial regions (i.e, 2 and 3)
become relevant zones for their oceanographic features. The fourth province
has extremely low values of variance, considered insignificant for the study.
The area covered by the EP 5 corresponds to the Atlantic Subtropical Gyre
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Figure 5: Annual mean of the chlorophyll data in the first (A), second (B)
and third (C) EPs considered; In big is the hipotetical representation of all
regions in the SAO; Spatial patterns are represented in Log10 units - final
values must be exponent in base 10; Scale unit is in mg/m3.
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(ASG), i.e., a high pressure zone strongly influenced by the wind action.
The biological productivity of such an oligotrophic region is certainly small,
but its immense size makes its contribution to the total biological content
significant [27].

In terms of variability, the ASG pattern, suggested by the altimeter sea
level trend analysis, is slowly migrating southward and has been growing in
amplitude between 1994 and 2006 [46]. That is coherent with the growing
phase of a bidecadal oscillation found from tide gauges. On interanual time
scales the sea level in the corridor fluctuates out of phase in the west and
east revealing noticeable variations of 10 cm amplitude at 4 to 5 years period
[16]. However, the classification presented here is focused in mesoscale pro-
cesses. For this reason, EP 5 is not considered in this study. To ensure the
reliability of the EPs, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov significance test was carried
out. The null hypothesis is that the distributions come from similar regimes.
This hypothesis can be rejected at a significance level of 5%, confirming the
relevance of the selected regions. Therefore, EPs 1, 2 and 3 are considered
the most representatives regions to study (Fig. 4).

Table 1: Mean, standard deviation and variance of Chlorophyll concentration
(mg/m3) in the four EP.

EP Mean Standard deviation Variance
1 0.323 0.119 0.0200
2 0.268 0.063 0.0040
3 0.173 0.077 0.0060
4 0.068 0.027 0.0007

3.4 Description of the selected EPs

The mean annual field of chlorophyll for the different EPs is presented in
Figure 5(A-C). The first region (Fig. 5A) is located between coordinates
20◦S-32◦S and 40◦W-52◦W and corresponds to the regions of strong coastal
activities. The north of this region is characterized by the oceanographi-
cally important chain of submarine mountains Vitória-Trindade (near the
Esṕırito Santo state). The break in the coastal line is located near the city
of Cabo Frio (at 22◦52’S), a well known upwelling region. The Santos Basin
covers the entire continental southeastern zone, extending from the southern
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coast of the state of Rio de Janeiro (22◦47’S and 43◦12’W) to the north of
the state of Santa Catarina (25◦57’S and 48◦19’W), passing through to the
Paranaguá-Cananéia Estuary (25◦00’S - 47◦55’W). It is a complex region with
micro-currents system and the presence of islands. Southward, the intrusion
of the MC can be detected at the Cape of Santa Marta (at 28◦36’S), the
region of Florianópolis and, finally, at the Patos Lagoon, during the austral
winter [5][11].

According to [41], there is an exchange of mass and heat along the western
limits through the shedding of the warm core from the BC, which also sheds
cold core rings in the shelf. Upwelling events are observed during the austral
summer at the latitude of 23◦S (the Cabo Frio region), with a strong relation
to the wind action. It is plausible that those phenomena are driven by the
cold winds over local warm currents leading to the detachment of eddies
[24], which penetrate in coastal water forming exceptionally cold water zones
charged with nutrients.

Due to its oceanographic location, EP 2 (Fig. 5B) is under the influence
of the Equatorial South Atlantic (ESAC) region and the NBC. The seasonal
action of winds from the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), and the
discharges of the Jaguaribe and Parnáıba Rivers might describe the vari-
ability of the zone. The Jaguaribe’s Basin lies almost entirely within the
boundaries of the state of Ceará (Brazilian Northeast), extending southward
to the state of Pernambuco. It is influenced by variations in rainfall and its
peak discharges are observed during the rainy season from January to July
[28]. The Parnáıba River is divided in two arms flowing to different directions
and subdivided into numerous islands [31].

The EP 3 is located at the northeast of the SAO (Fig. 5C), at approxi-
mately 2◦S-10.5◦S and 2◦W-23◦W. Following [44], this area is under the influ-
ence of the biogeographical zone named Eastern Tropical Atlantic (ETRA)
whereby it presents a strong relation with the Congo River discharge, which,
in turn, might be linked to the seasonality of the African monsoons. The
Equatorial Upwelling Zone and the wind activity are also probably corre-
lated to it. The Eastern Equatorial Atlantic (EEA) collects a huge quantity
of nutrients due to discharge from the Congo River that, alone, releases 1270
Km3 of freshwater into the ocean every year [47]. This river is the second
largest flow of water in the world, second only to the Amazon River. The
annual cycle of the Congo discharge has two maxima, one in the austral sum-
mer (November - December - January) and one in late autumn (April - May
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- June).

The Tropical Atlantic Variability (TAV), linked to the climate variability
of North America and Europe [13], occurs at a seasonal time-scale and it
is known as the West African Monsoon (WAM). It is a major wind system
that affects West African regions and blows south-westernly during warmer
months and north-easternly during boreal winter [43]. At interannual scales,
WAM rainfall variability is modulated by both oceanic and continental con-
vergence, variations in the position of ITCZ, and land-atmosphere interac-
tions, respectively [12]. Some studies [45] [32] found a strong connection
between this region and the El Niño phenomenon during austral winter, in-
fluenced by the formation of a cold-tongue due to the equatorial upwelling.
Similarly, the associated sea surface cooling is correlated to the northward
migration of the ITCZ.

3.5 Analysis of the oceanographic variables in the EP

The EPs were defined using the CHL concentration from satellite data. In
this section, we jointly analyze the variability of CHL and the environmental
parameters. The mean SST, CHL, SLA and WIND values, as well as its basic
statistics, were computed for each month to analyze their variability within
the EPs. Table 2 shows that the regions correspond to different physical and
geographical environments: The further north and near the coast, the lower
the SST and CHL variances. Together with higher CHL, such characteristics
are proportional to their latitude location. These values are consistent with
[34] which show the highest amplitude in the shelf. Concerning WIND and
SLA values, they tend to be higher nearest to the coast. The correlation
between the variables (Table 3) is based on their optimal combination in a
time span. These associations allow us to understand the phenomena that
better describe each EP.

Table 2: Variance of the SST, CHL, Wind and SLA in each ecological
province (EP).

EP SST CHL Wind SLA
1 4.283 0.014 0.438 7.962
2 0.480 0.004 1.512 9.352
3 1.885 0.006 0.283 3.000
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The first EP presents the highest temperatures and chlorophyll concen-
tration values (Table Table 1). WIND and SLA data mean in EP 1 show
intermediate values. Is the region with higher values of variance within SST
and CHL (Table 2). Following the interpretation of [9], the correlation is
highest in the combination of SST and CHL coefficients with WIND, sug-
gesting upwelling events (Table 3).

Table 3: Correlation between the time series at all the studied ecological
provinces.

EP SLA
SST

SLA
CHL

SLA
WIND

SST
CHL

SST
WIND

CHL
WIND

1 0.50 0.45 0.46 0.77 0.63 0.47
2 0.46 0.14 0.66 0.06 0.58 0.33
3 0.68 0.57 0.36 0.77 0.41 0.48

The EP 2 is characterized by low SST and CHL values (Table 2). The
Equatorial Atlantic region is characterized by SST between 26◦C and 27.7◦C.
Concerning SLA, the area presents higher average and variance values. In
the correlation analyses between variables, WIND leads together with SST
and SLA parameters, illustrating the seasonality of winds in the ITCZ and
coastal discharges regime (Table 3).

Variance is not so relevant in EP3, but CHL and SLA contribute to describe
a relevant region. Also, the high correlation coefficients evidenced in this
region (Table 3) represent a strong association between SLA, SST and CHL.

The higher chlorophyll concentration in EP 1 and 2 are probably related
to coastal discharges. The characteristics of EP 3 might be linked to the
African Coast upwelling, as well as to the African Monsoon periodicity.

4 Discussion

Physical processes are abundant at the South Atlantic Ocean covering
several scales of space and time. Their main forces are considered tides,
freshwater discharges, upwelling events, oceanic currents and the variability
of some variables as the sea surface temperature, chlorophyll concentration,
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sea level anomalies and wind. Those parameters, interacting with geomor-
phological features such as bottom topography and coast bearing, produce
several types of phenomena that can be arranged in specific zones according
to their geographic locations, physical variables, seasonality, and enrichment
mechanisms (Fig. 5).

These zones, named here as ecological provinces, cover all the biogeograph-
ical regions [22] of South Atlantic and we defined as regions that cover rel-
atively large areas in the South Atlantic, containing differences in the char-
acteristics of their biological and physical features, as geographically and
atmospheric exogenous influences. It is clear that the ecological provinces
play a paramount role in ecological processes of the ocean allowing for an
exceptionally large primary production; contributing to the inputs of nutri-
ents, providing appropriate physical conditions, breeding species need great
quantities of nutrients concentrated near these areas.

At a continental scale, an important correlation exists between the distri-
bution of coastal primary production and upwelling events in the Atlantic,
which could constitute spots with high food availability. Moreover, the dis-
tribution of species and the structure of microorganisms assemblages are
influenced by the presence of physical structure of the ocean [1]. Fishing ac-
tivity is very high at the shelf break and depends on the interactions between
microorganisms and the phytoplankton algae blooms. Coastal discharges are
considered not only high productive zones, but also influence oceanographic
and atmosphere parameters. The high rate discharge caused by some rivers
directly influences some phenomena, which can become irrelevant factor in
time to analyze and utilize certain area.

Our results show that some regions in the SAO are propense to suffer
strong changes in physical and biological parameters. These changes might
be provided by different sources as oceanographical phenomena and other
mesoscale processes. The importance of understanding these processes can
be directly linked to the human social development, not only in the study of
the consequences of such phenomena and the environmental knowledge itself,
but also in the use of these regions as commercial transit areas and fishing.

5 Conclusion

The ten years of CHL satellite data were used in an effort to classify the
entire zone of the SAO into ecological provinces. Other variables such as SST,
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SLA and W, together with CHL, were analyzed to describe the obtained EPs.
The classification of the region into biogeographic provinces is an undertaking
that still requires more statistical analysis. However, the methodology have
been used by other authors with the same purpose [15] [14] [36].

The correlation among the available variables is a valid procedure that
reveals relevant information for better classification of previously reported
provinces. The area under study could be generally classified as oligotrophic
and associated with the Subtropical Gyre surrounded by more eutrophic
provinces. From the joint analyses of data, the areas of upwelling and con-
fluence of currents have been detected, in agreement with the literature [6]
[27] [8] [26] [6]. According to the results, there is a constant and inversely
proportional relation between the signals of SST and CHL.

The areas numbered as EP1, EP2 and EP3 are extremely influenced by
external events which contribute to the exceptional pattern of variables:

• The first ecological province is the most influenced by upwelling events.

• The variability of EP 2 is directly linked to the discharges of the
Jaguaribe and Parnaiba Rivers, as is the seasonality of winds in the
ITCZ.

• Third region is influenced by the African coastal discharges, which, in
turn,is associated to the TAV. The equatorial upwelling contributes to
the strong phytoplankton bloom.

The joint analysis (with the use of multi-satellite data) utilized in this
study, together with the precipitation and in situ data, might be useful for fu-
ture works, correlating atmospheric and oceanographic processes. The spatial
scale also allows analysis at regional level, potentially identifying mesoscale
structures that might be associated to local events.

The fishing seasons are strongly associated with the spawning period and
the growth of marine species, which in turn depend directly on primary pro-
duction. Thus, a detailed knowledge about the areas of upwelling and phy-
toplankton booms can provide new insights for the food industry in coastal
populations.
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THEORETICAL DE-IONIZATION OF THE
EARTH’S MAGNETIC FIELD AND THE
MELTING OF THE EARTH’S POLAR ICE

CAPS

Resnick, J.A.∗

October, 2013

Abstract: A solar proton event, or proton storm, occurs when protons
emitted by the Sun become accelerated to very high energies either close to
the Sun during a solar flare or in interplanetary space by the shocks associated
with coronal mass ejections. Besides protons, the events can include other
nuclei like helium ions and High Charge and Energy (HZE) ions. Further
meaning; that this could raise the question: Could this lead to de-ionization
of earth’s magnetic field helping to contribute to erratic climate condition
and melting of the earth’s polar ice caps? Solar events/ flares can penetrate
the Earth’s magnetic field and cause ionization in the ionosphere. What is
not known is if the Coriolis Effect contributes to these events which in the
event it did may cause in theory a contributing factor to consider in the
melting of the polar ice caps. This will be briefly discussed and determined
if such a scenario could possible exist.

Key words: Solar, SolarFlares, Magnetic Field, De-Ionization, Coriolis
Effect.
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1 Affects of Pollution Upon Earth’s Soil Con-

ditions in the Use of Herbicides and Pesti-

cides

According to the abstract in this paper again the question is asked: Could
this lead to de-ionization of Earth’s magnetic field helping to contribute to
erratic climate condition and melting of the earth’s polar ice caps? Protons
are charged particles and are therefore influenced by magnetic fields. When
the energetic protons leave the Sun, they preferentially follow, or are guided
by, the Sun’s powerful magnetic field. When solar protons enter the domain
of the Earth’s magnetosphere where the magnetic fields become stronger
and than the solar magnetic are guided by the Earth’s magnetic field into
the polar regions where the majority of the Earth’s magnetic field lines enter
and exit.

2 Solar Flares and De-Ionization

Figure 1: A Solar flare. (Source: NASA, 2000)
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By the data seen in the Figure 1 by NASA TRACE Satellite the emission of
solar flares, also known as solar storms hypothetical is concentrated enough to
be able to affect the ionizations in Earth’s atmosphere according to the Solar
Proton Events Affecting the Earth Environment [5]. However, according to
Figure 2 solar flare affects are explained more and how deep they penetrate
into the Earths atmosphere.

Figure 2: Relationship of the atmosphere and ionosphere. (Source:
Bhamer, 2007)

Energetic protons are guided into the polar regions collide with atmo-
spheric constituents and release their energy through the process of ioniza-
tion. The majority of the energy is extinguished in the extreme lower region
of the ionosphere, around 50-80 km in altitude. Therefore, its affects upon
the polar regions is minimal with no threat to life on Earth.
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3 Conclusion

The Coriolis Effect is a theoretical force proportional to the rotation rate
and the centrifugal force is proportional to its square. The Coriolis force acts
in a direction perpendicular to the rotation axis and to the velocity of the
body in the rotating frame and is proportional to the object’s speed in the
rotating frame.

In view of this according to Kim [2] this phenomenon pertaining to the
Earth and its affect upon the magnetic filed and any of its de-ionization is
minimal and in balance with all of the other Earth’s magnetic field and the
centrifugal force acts outwards in the radial direction and is proportional to
the distance of the body from the axis of the rotating frame. pertaining to
the Earth’s rotation. While Bell [1] is consistent with this as well. Whereas
Wilson [6] correlates the data expressed in this conclusion.

In a manner of speaking, the Earth is analogous to such a turntable. The
rotation has caused the planet to settle on a spheroid shape, such that the
normal force, the gravitational force and the centrifugal force exactly balance
each other on a horizontal surface [4].

The Coriolis effect caused by the rotation of the Earth can be seen indi-
rectly through the motion of a Foucault pendulum.

Therefore Kirkpatrick [3] accepts the current world views in science that
the Coriolis Effect in theoretical terms is proportional to Earth’s magnetic
field, and is exceptionally good at preventing the radiative effects of energetic
particles from reaching ground levels.
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VELA MOLECULAR RIDGE CLOUD D:
ITS METALLICITY AND THRESHOLDS

FOR STAR FORMATION

Samadi, A. ∗

June, 2013

Abstract:The Vela Molecular Ridge Cloud D (VMR-D), is in need of
further study. It is not clear at what stage of development its core clusters are
at when it comes to early star formation. Computer models, mathematical
equations, only give an estimated predictability factor as to what extent
star formation may or may not be occurring. Therefore, what is needed is
an added capability to not only image the Cloud D area, but also attain
extreme close up images of not only the outer boundaries of VMR-D, but to
also determine what the diameter of the inside boundaries are as well.

Key words: ISM cloud, Vela Molecular Ridge, Orion Nebula, Dust, Star.

1 Applications Concerning VMR-D

We present not only theoretical observations of a large-scale dust contin-
uum of 1.2 mm of a ≈ 1.0 area within Cloud D, but we also present and
demonstrate in images and models of different versatile/variable young star
formations. We further show this under the following subtitles:

• Metallically;

• Gas and dust temperature as a function radial distance, from outer to
inner region; and

• Visual extinction threshold for star formation and cosmic ray ionization
rate as function of radial distance concerning VMR-D.
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The first methodology will pertain to two different technologies. The first
is entitled Infinite Microscopic-Macroscopic Imaging (IMMI); the second is
entitled EXO-SCOPE. When combined these two technologies have the ca-
pability to attain the aforementioned.

Next we first consider any and all data applicable to this paper (in the
first galactic example) pertaining to the molecular cloud area specifically
known as VMR-D. Which is comprised of four molecular cloud known as A,
B, C, and D. VMR-D is the first galactic molecular cloud to be studied. Its
compositional makeup comprises of cosmic dust, which is a concentration of
elements, mostly hydrogen and helium and the ones heavier than helium,
which is also known as metallicity that are responsible for the formation of
stars in our galaxy and throughout the universe.

In VMR-D there are what seem to resemble and have striking similarities
1 to what are known as Bok Globules [3]. The globules are named after
astronomer Bart Bok, who proposed their existence in the 1940’s. However,
these globules, are not and unlike similar types of globules, that would may
be expected to be seen in infrared images of NGC-281. Where here the
globules appear to have star forming characteristics. However, unlike what
is seen in VMR-D the globules in NGC-281 likely just like a star forming
molecular cloud can become perturbed and form small pockets where the
dust and gas are highly concentrated.

These small pockets become gravitationally bound and accumulate dust
and gas from the surrounding area. The likely difference as to what resemble
molecular clouds in NGC-281, is that these molecular origin clouds may
accumulate enough mass where they just get to a point of almost being able
to formulate the birth of new stars in their cores. However, not all Bok
Globules will form stars. Some will dissipate before they can collapse to
form stars. That may be what’s happening to the globules seen in NGC-281.

1The similarities of the Bok Globules and what we see in the Vela Molecular Clouds is
that they are almost opaque to visible light, that in the star formations there are usually
observations of dense stars that appear to have like black deep hollow between them. Other
similarities include the VMR-D complex, is that the globules seem to exhibit being less
than 100 solar masses size. They also have similarities in dust and emission characteristics.
Futhermore seems to have similarities, near star formations that may be between 100,000
to 2,000,000 years in age. As the last observable similarities there also seems to be a slow
sequential star formation in the darker parts of VMR-D as well. Some of this is also based
upon observational study of extreme close up images involving [19]
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However, this is not the case in VMR-D. Rather, what is happening here is
quite the opposite.

Figure 1: VMR-D (Source: NASA, 2010)

Therefore what has to first be determined is VMR-D’s diameter, bound-
aries, outer to inner dimensions. Before other factors such as metallicity, gas
and dust temperature as a function radial distance from outer to inner re-
gions of VMR-D are able to be determined, the visual extinction threshold for
star formation, and cosmic ray ionization rate as function of radial distance
concerning VMR-D are able to be determined. Which is better explained
and described under the next subtitle and as seen in Figure 1.

2 Determining the Diameter of VMR-D

Diameter of image area is approximately 675 light-years (ly) (Figure 1).
The VMR-D molecular cloud to be studied is about 165 ly in diameter. These
perimeters help determine boundaries for VMR-D.

It is important to note that once the inner and outer boundaries for VMR-
D have been presented and demonstrated that the outside boundary to inner
boundary measurement can help become established for VMR-D. It is here
within this area that the areas of research in this paper will be further inves-
tigated to a much larger degree.
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Figure 2: Closer view of VMR-D (Source: NASA, 2010)

The white circle depicts VMR-D. The above is an image of the VMR
A, B, C, and D molecular clouds. The IMMI technology attain closer and
closer images of VMR-D (within the white circle in Figure 2), the IMMI
technology will reveal to the most diverse and prolific aspects will be that
back scattered Raleigh light spectrum colors involving the IMMI infrared
technology capability will be representational that as images from the outer
to inner boundaries of this are attained. The white circular area is most
likely where the foremost part of what this research paper will investigate.

When it comes in trying to ascertain and understand the correlation be-
tween VMR-D and its capability of star formation there has to be a foun-
dation laid down to first hypothesize and than theorize as to what type of
formation resides in this lessor studied region of the VMR. Lorenzetti [10],
based on Flux Isotope Reactor (FIR) fluxes from the Infrared Astronomy
Satellite (IRAS) Point Source Catalogue, derived a mass distribution with
an index ≈ 1.5 for the brightest protostars in the Class I stage associated
with the Vela Molecular Ridge. This was also later substantiated by Massi
[12], involving that most luminous IRAS sources are consistent with young
clusters, in the VMR-D. Whereas Massi [12], in 1999, also discusses that
most massive star clusters seem to dominate the FIR emission. Therefore,
to Lorenzetti [10] Massi [12] if both of these references are correct, than this
could also mean that the core mass spectrum of the most massive stars origi-
nated by a core that is proportionate to the core’s mass itself. So, under such
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circumstances it is very likely that the core mass spectrum would also affect
the mass spectrum of the most massive stars of every stellar group and, the
stellar Initial Mass Function (IMF) would be dominated by the fragmenta-
tion undergone by the single cores. This also expressed again by Jørgensen
in 2006 [8].

3 Determining the Outer to Inner Bound-

aries of VMR-D

Figure 3: Closer view of VMR-D (Source: NASA, 2010; Ronald
Stewart, 2013)

The left image in Figure 3 depicts a semi-circular outline presenting and
demonstrating the generalized area of research in this paper for VMR-D. The
projected image to the right depicts an enlarged projected IMMI infrared im-
age of the generalized area that is being research in VMR-D. Figure 3 depicts
to the right a projected IMMI infrared enlargement of many spectrographic
color spectrums. The principal aim and goal for Figured 3 is to first establish
approximate outer to inner boundaries for the areas that are to be studied.
The approximate diameter for the VMR-D to be studied is about 165.0 ly.
In approximately the middle of the right image of Figure 3, shows a dou-
ble yellow arrow. The left side of the arrow marks the approximate outside
boundary of the VMR-D, while the right side of this yellow arrow marks the
approximate inside boundary of the VMR-D cloud at approximately 82.5
ly in diameter. It is here within the outside to inner boundaries that the
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VMR-D will specifically be further studied. However, the IMMI technology
will also attain much deeper views and images of this specific area of study
of the VMR-D cloud as well.

4 Determining the Infrared Color Spectrum

Variations in the VMR-D Involving Star

Formation

Bart Bok hypothesized that giant molecular clouds, were on the order of
hundreds of light-years in size. As can be seen in Figure 3 the diameter of the
VMR-D cloud is closer to the order of almost 200 ly in diameter. However,
what does the IMMI infrared image present and demonstrate? The color
spectrum within the IMMI infrared image color spectrum reveals that two
rules should apply. Which are:

• The infrared light seen from these baby stars does not come directly
from the stars, but rather from the dust around them, which glows as
the nascent stars, heat young stellar objects as its immediate products.
It is closely related to planet formation and Planetary - another branch
of astronomy. The star formation theory, as well as accounting for
the formation of a single star, must also account for the statistics of
binary stars and the initial mass function. This may also be explained
in theoretical and probability terms. Meaning that the IMF is most
likely describes the distribution of initial mass for young star formation
probability. distribution function, and where the hydrogen fusion is
beginning to take place in the early to young star as they continue to
evolve.

• The color-coded example shown in Figure 4 and 5 reveals more as to
what is involved in star formation. Stars in this stage of evolution in
theory possibly could emit less IR, if and when are in their early stages
of formation.

5 Attaining Metallicity Within VMR-D

What is seen in Figure 4 is a very great amount of stellar diversification. In
2008, Massi [4], presents and demonstrates in Figure 1 (IRS-17) also known as
VMR-D that according to past WISE instrumentation that VMR-D has the
greatest amount of it early star formation where the yellow circled outline
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Figure 4: Metallicity ratio at VMR-D (Source: Ronald Stewart,
2013)

appears in the image to the left in Figure 4. Between the outer to inner
boundaries of this molecular cloud as also shown in Figure 3 and in the right
image of Figure 4, indicated by the double angled horizontal yellow arrow.
That measures the diameter of the outer to inner boundaries of VMR-D at
about 82.5 ly.

In Figure 4 the color coded bar on the far right will give an approximate
indication of the metallicity that is seen on a number of different star colors
seen. Especially, in the yellow circled outline on the image to the like in
Figure 4. The metallicity can be color coded as either low-high metallicity
stars according to the color coded bar on the right by color. Meaning that the
highest metallicity stars would be red in color down to the lowest metallicity
stars being purple, as seen at the bottom of the color coded bar. To the
Figure 4 the IMMI technology depicts the results of it spectroscopic color
coding imaging capability. The higher metallicity color ratios are depicted
in the opaque shape image to the left in Figure 4. Where an example some
of the lower metallicity color coded ratios are seen in the image to the right
that also are indicated in the areas where the double horizontal arrows point
to as well.

New forming stars overall bulk seem to be required to bulk up via rapid
gas accretion. Near the globules are bright blue stars, is a tight grouping
of extremely hot, massive stars with an immense stellar wind. The stars
emit visible and ultraviolet light that energizes the surrounding hydrogen
gas. This gas then becomes super-heated in a process called ionization, and
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it glows pink in the image. When the specific area within the yellow circled
outline is further observed the jagged structure of the dust clouds is as if
they are being stripped apart from the outside. The heavy fracturing of the
globules may appear beautifully serene but is in fact evident of the harsh, vi-
olent environment created by the nearby massive stars. They are silhouetted
against the luminous pink hydrogen gas of the emission nebula, creating a
stark visual contrast. The dust knots are opaque in visual light. Conversely,
the nebulous gas surrounding the globules is transparent and allows light
from background stars and even background galaxies to shine through. The
hydrogen emissions geminate in a pink color while the red, blue, and green
light help establish the true color of the stars in the field.

So, essentially what does this all mean? It means that in stars that are
colored coded as seen to the far right in the metallicity color code bar that
what also has to be taken into consideration is the star to planet metallicity
ratio. In other words, according to the Sanders [18] discusses that there is
an ever growing amount of scientific evidence that higher metallicity stars
help one or more exoplanets to develop in their star systems compared to
low metallicity stars.

Therefore when it comes to the color metallicity chart bar to the far right
in Figure 4, what has to be looked at is that within the yellow circular outline
in the image to the left, is that the areas within the yellow circular outline
that are colored red, red-orange, and orange to brown are the most developed
areas. The denser ISM indicates possible evolved conditions that may be fur-
ther indications of fragmentation below the 0.08 M sun level critical to some
areas maybe not reaching a fully evolved state of eventual planetary forma-
tion around some stars, and have a chance of having one of more exoplanets.
Whereas the continuing colors on the color bar next depicting yellow color
would like show exoplanets in the middle of formation within these areas.
Followed by the green, blue, and purple area would present and demonstrate
earlier and earlier and earlier star formations inside VMR-D according to
their relative metallicity, temperature, density. Which theoretically could
depend on their total mass and radius.

However, since the IMMI technology also has the capability of attaining
additional deeper images within the outer to inner boundaries of VMR-D;
the color spectrum bar to the far right in Figure 4 provides additional in-
formation as well. It will also give strong suggestive evidence as to what
type of metallicity exists within each area that is being studied in this paper.
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So, as far as the area within the yellow circular outline what is specifically
discovered?

Figure 5: Blue Stars in VMR (Source: NASA, 2010; Ronald Stew-
art, 2013)

The image on the left is part of an original infrared image from NASA
(Figure 5), of the entire VMR A to D clouds. Whereas the image on the
right is a IMMI enhanced image. Depicting extremely hot blue stars and will
have a very strong stellar wind. This certainly will affect numerous aspects
of not only star formation and development, but also exoplanetary formation
as well. As far as some of these blue stars are concerned some may relate to
some of the blue stars such as HD-75724. The Cloud D of the Vela Molecular
Ridge appears to be the most developed cloud on an imaging evaluation and
its minor structures tend to appear smaller than the VMR C, as further
discussed in Yamaguchi article [18].

The IMMI technology also reveals that from the outer to inner bound-
aries of VMR-D measuring 82.5 ly within the yellow circular outline this
portion of the cloud there is also made of two H II regions 2 with numerous
similarities like Gum 14 (RCW-27) and Gum 17 (RCW-33). Which again
would be affected by the heating factors of the actual position of the blue
giant HD-75759, located at about 1,000 parsecs away and associated with
the VMR D, along with other stars also responsible for the ionization of its
gas, such as HD-75724. This is also true with stars in the Vela region like
HD-75710 as well.

2An H II region is a large, low-density cloud of partially ionized gas in which star
formation has recently taken place.
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This is also consistent with what is discussed in other papers by Avedisova
[1]. A catalog of star-forming regions in the galaxy and young stars associated
with the Vela Molecular Ridge [17]. However, the IMMI technology also
shows there are many other blue stars like HD-75724 in this region being
studied in this paper as well. Which are all applicable to Wien’s Displacement
Law. The types of stars are placed in the Table below to help the reader
understand some of the star types that may exist in VMR-D that is under
study.

Table 1: Spectral Star Types

Spectral Intrinsic Temperature Absorption
Class Color (oK) Lines
O Blue 41,000 He+, O++, N++, Si++, He, H
B Blue 31,000 He, H, O+, C+, N+, Si+

A Blue-White 9,500 H(Strongest), Ca+, Mg+, Fe+

F White 7,240 H(Weaker), Ca+, ionized metals
G Yellow-White 5,920 Same as F / Neutral Metals
K Orange 5,300 Ca+ (Strongest), Neutral Metals
M Red 3,850 Strong Neutral Atoms, Ti

The different spectral star types in Table 1 are presented, in order to
give a variable comparison on some of the star types that may be in the
VMR-D cloud. The column to the entitled Absorption Lines, offers a better
description of the type of metallicity that exists in the VMR-D cloud as well.

The end result than for the metallicity is that from the outer to inner
boundaries of VMR-D involves all of the elements in the periodic scale re-
garding star metallicity is concerned is in agreement with Faúndez [5]. Where
in this article there is detailed description and detail that the cores’ masses
have been determined within an ionized gas to dust ratio of 100, a temper-
ature of about 30 oK. However, with a balanced dust opacity k 1.3 = 0.5
cm2g−1 at 1.3 mm. However, it was also assessed in agreement with Motte
[14] and Testi [20] , that suchlike values could also be values as high as 1
cm2g−1 are very likely. Thereby being very typical of very dense regions (n
H > 107 cm−3). As also expressed by Ossenkopf [16], such as, e.g., circum-
stellar envelopes. This would also mean that the IRAS fluxes would most
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likely be at approximately 60 to 100 µm, as well. Which is also in agreement
with the paper by Liseau [9].

6 Temperature Ratios Along The Outer To

Inner Boundaries of VMR-D

Temperatures starting at the outside boundary of VMR-D are in the range
30 oK and 43 oK for the inner 82.5 ly inner diameter boundary for VMR-D.
Derive a typical temperature of 32 oK for the cold dust component by a
two-components fit to the spectral energy distribution (SED) in high-mass
star forming regions. In agreement with Beltrán [2].

7 Gas and Dust Temperature As A Function

of Radial distance From The Outer To In-

ner Regions of VMR-D

The IMMI imaging evidence also presents and demonstrates at this point
at looking at the 82.0 ly diameter from the outside to inside boundaries as
previously depicted in Figures 3 and 4. Presenting and demonstrating that
the gas and dust temperature as a function radial distance, from outer to
inner 82.5 ly diameter for the VMR-D cloud.

It is also believed that some of these cores may be colder pre-stellar cores,
and decreasing the dust temperature to 15 oK would increase the derived
masses by a factor 2.5 to 3.5 external heating could drive the temperature of
pre-stellar cores towards higher values.

Evidence of heating resulting from a strong external radiation is also be-
lieved to exist in the VMR-D. The IMMI imaging technology agrees with the
estimation given by Jørgensen [8]. Where in this paper protostellar cores also
show the presence of energetic sources exhibits a high degree of clustering.

The derived sizes span the interval from the observed diameter of pre-
stellar cores in cluster-forming regions to that of cluster-forming cores, or
isolated pre stellar cores. The achieved typical sensitivity of 20 mJy/beam
translates into a point source mass sensitivity, at a 1 s level, of ≈ 0.2 M�,
using the above adopted temperature, opacity and distance.
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However, how far is the distance of this area as far as sign the yellow
opaque shaped egg-shaped outline as seen further in Figure 6? This is seen
next in the Figure 6.

Figure 6: Blue Stars in VMR-D (Source: Ronald Stewart, 2013)

Again in a second yellow circular on Figure 6 outline marks the approx-
imate specific area that will continue to be investigated deeper with the
VMR-D cloud which presents and demonstrates an outside to inside smaller
set of boundary lines measuring approximately 40.0 ly in diameter. At this
point the metallicity is no doubt the same as the previous 82.5 ly diameter
outside to inside boundary lines. The aqua arrow depicts to area to go deeper
into.

As far as the visual extinction threshold for star formation and cosmic
ray ionization rate as function of radial distance concerning VMR-D. An
extinction threshold for star formation agrees with the estimation suggested
by Johnstone [7]. Where in this paper it is estimated that a A ≈ 7 to 9 mag
is consistent with CO(1-0) integrated intensity enhancements and mm cores,
and CO(1-0) is a good tracer of gas. The velocity dispersion(s) entering the
virial mass has been determined by using the paper by Fiege [6]. Which
is consistent with the gas temperature of 30 oK that the IMMI technology
was able to detect by thermal color spectrum imaging patterns. This also
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includes an assessment that the filaments lie well within the larger filaments
of molecular gas. The IMMI technology also finds using we derived the
external pressure P on the cores using McKee [11], as not only a consistent,
but also an agreeable guide. Given the average column density is ≈ 10cm−2

S towards the gas encompassing the denser filaments, the pressure over the
cores’ surface is ≈ 5x105 oK cm−3. Assuming a density of 105 cm−3, the
cores’ inner pressure is given by P = s102ρ, i. e., in the range 1 to 5x107 oK
cm−3.

Figure 7: Cores in VMR-D (Source: Ronald Stewart, 2013)

The IMMI technology was also able to estimate that in such cores, where
it is likely new star formation is occurring, that from the outer to inner
boundaries, as seen in Figures 4 and 6, measuring 82.5 ly. Whereas the same
estimations in all of the aforementioned apply the same at the smaller outer
to inner measurements seen in Figure 7 that has an approximate diameter of
40.0 ly.

The same estimations will also most likely apply to the smaller outer to
inner boundary measurements as seen in Figure 7 measuring approximately
5.0 ly. The only difference is as seen in Figure 7 that as seen as far as the
metallicity color spectrum bar as seen in Figure 4 shows that most of the
earliest star formations are occurring in the purple colored spectrum at the
bottom of the color coded bar as seen in Figure 4. This equates to what is
also seen in Figure 7 where above the horizontal measurement bar reading
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5.0 ly, several smaller remnants of VMR-D (purple colored) molecular clouds
are seen. It is here with these clouds that there is most likely the earliest star
formation is occurring in just one of several examples that could be given for
the VMR-D cloud.

The only difference of what is observed in the IMMI images in Figure
7 at outer to inner measurement diameters of about 5.0 ly. It also seems
that there is also an exponent factor , that is sensitive to the fraction of
warm dense gas within the given aforementioned area that measuring 5.0
ly. The IMMI technology depicts that there is likely a sample, decreasing
with increasing fraction factor accounting for the exponent lies between these
smaller purple remnants of the purple colored much smaller molecular clouds.
That also indicates that there is turbulent fragmentation. Suggesting gas
condensations in different development stages, due to new forming stars.

8 Conclusion

A preliminary conclusion is drawn at this point because as what has pre-
sented and demonstrated in this paper about as to what is happening in
the galactic application in VMR-D has reached a point of saturation as to
what may further be shown in this paper regarding the inner and outer mea-
surements as small as shown in Figure 7 now at a diameter measurement of
approximately 5.0 ly.

The research and a deeper investigation into the star forming area from the
outside to inner boundaries measuring 5.0 ly and smaller will be continued
in this paper’s on-line video media presentation, which will go even deeper
into this early star formation. However, not only will the video continue to
show what the star forming region looks like at a measurement of 5.0 ly, but
will even take a much deeper and closer look at the stars that are in different
stages of development within this region as well.
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STUDY OF THE TEMPORAL
EVOLUTION AND THE MARINE

DYNAMICS IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC
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October, 2013

Abstract: The use of data provided by satellites is essential for the de-
velopment of a spatiotemporal analysis of the variability of oceanographic
parameters in the South West Atlantic region. The goal of this work is the
study of the variations of the different spatiotemporal scales between the
continental shelf and the open ocean, developing a methodology that com-
bines data processing, remote sensing of the marine dynamics and the known
biological systems in the Brazilian coast to find the relationships between
them and their evolution. Through the classification of the South Atlantic
in ecological provinces, the results have led to relate these provinces to ex-
ogenous events as westward Rossby waves propagation and coastal variabil-
ity which contributes to the exceptional pattern of the variables, suggesting
inter-relationships with the El Niño phenomenon.

Key words: Multi-satellite, Biogeographic Provinces, Boundary Cur-
rents, Physical and Biological Parameters.

1 Note

The oceanic circulation in the western South Atlantic Ocean (SAO) is
dominated by the presence of boundary currents from the Anticyclonic Sub-
tropical Gyre (ASG). By the joint action of trade winds and the Earth’s
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rotation, a displacement and accumulation of water in the west side of the
Atlantic occur contributing for the occurrence of certain oceanographic phe-
nomena, such as upwelling, ocean stratification and generation of eddies and
meanders, influencing the ecosystems by standers. The use of the altime-
ters and sea surface temperature, surface wind, and the chlorophyll sensors
on-board of satellites is essential for the development of a spatiotemporal
variability analysis of those parameters in the South West Atlantic region.
The goal of this work is to study the variations of the different spatiotem-
poral scales between the continental shelf and the open ocean, developing a
methodology that combines data processing, remote sensing of the marine
dynamics and the known biological systems in the Brazilian coast to find the
relationships between them and their evolution.

In the southern area of the Atlantic ocean, the flow of some currents has
relevant influence in the study between biological and physical forces and
dynamics cycles. Remote sensing methods have been successfully used, since
global images have contributed to elucidate many aspects of ocean biogeo-
chemistry and ecosystems dynamics [14] [5] [9] [10]. The concurrent oper-
ation of the altimeter satellite TOPEX/Poseidon and the SeaWIFS ocean
color satellite provide the opportunity to analyze correlations between sea
surface levels and color anomalies with the El Niño and subsequent La Niña
events [15]. The sea surface temperature (SST) seasonal cycle in the (SAO)
accounts for over 90% of the variance [11] [12] [13] [8] and also regulates algal
blooms [14]. References [1] and [8] suggested certain coupling between SST
anomalies propagation and ENSO. Like that, previously studies have showed
dominance by the interannual variability in amplitude time series from the
Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) modes during the ENSO cycle [16].

The data used in the study comprise monthly global fields provided by sen-
sors like AVHRR from the satellite series NOAA (Pathfinder Version 5) for
SST (4 Km resolution), MODISQ/AQUA and SeaWIFS for chlorophyll con-
centration - CHL (Version 3, 9 km resolution) [7], TOPEX/Poseidon radar
altimeter for Sea Level Anomalies (SLA) (25 Km resolution), and Quikscat
scatteromter for wind speed (WIND) (25 Km resolution). The archives of
these four parameters (SST, CHL, SLA and WIN) cover a 15 year period
from January 1998 to December 2012. The monthly time series we compare
in this work consist of data sets, provided by different analyzed areas in the
SAO, in order to find relationship between them and their evolution.
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The methodology is based on basic statistical analysis techniques, methods
of analysis and spectral decomposition of the satellite fields in time and space.
Hovm’́oller diagrams and variability analysis by the Empirical Orthogonal
Functions were used to describe and understand the dynamics of the region
and then identify oceanographic changes signs calling ecological responses to
the events found.

The mean goal of this study is to investigate the relationships among eco-
logical provinces in the SAO and physical and biological oceanographic pa-
rameters from a multidisciplinary point of view.

2 Conclusion

Early reviews [3] [2] [6] indicate that fluctuations in the SAO are probably
caused by propagating waves whose signals are related to impacts on primary
production. This interaction may refer to the entry of intricacies related to
tropical instabilities waves, the influence of exogenous vorticity and coastal
discharges in the zone.

The results found so far are represented by the anomaly signals which
might be explained by the interannual and semi-annual variability. These
results are consistent with the interannual variability of the physical processes
presents in the EPs as upwelling events and coastal discharges variability.
The coast area it’s a complex region that receives many kinds of propagation
from different zones. The influence of coast variability in the SAO seems to
depict an immediate response of the atmospheric circulation to changes in
the ocean. ENSO responses are present in the data from equatorial region.
The extension of the influence zone can play an important role in the field
of eddy propagation and the westward propagation signals related to the
Rossby waves.

Based on the dynamic characteristics of the time series involved within
the ecological provinces [4], exogenous events contributes to the exceptional
pattern of the variables, suggesting inter-relationships with the El Niño phe-
nomenon and the westward propagation related to the Rossby waves.
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THE THEORETICAL IMPACT HOW
MICRO-ENCAPSULATION COULD

AFFECT THE EARTH AND ITS OCEANS

Resnick, J.A.∗

September, 2013

Abstract: Micro encapsulation is a technology and process in which
chemical substances are introduced into an environment by the use of mi-
crocapsules the process has been known at least since the 1970’s and in the
1980’s when serious environmental impact due to petroleum spills on land
and also Earth’s oceans, ravaged Earth’s oceans like the Exxon-Valdez oil
spill near Alaska. However, today’s current micro-encapsulation technologies
lack the technological rapid advancements and prowess they exhibited in the
1980’s, and do not address the current and future cellular, molecular and even
atomic structural applications of the polluted conditions seen in Earth’s soils
and oceanic conditions, in order to address the pollution problems at these
levels to help eradicate the affects of pollution at these levels which could
affect all life, soil, and oceanic conditions on Earth.

Key words: Micro-encapsulation, pollution, soil, oceans, pollination.

1 Affects of Pollution Upon Earth’s Soil Con-

ditions in the Use of Herbicides and Pesti-

cides

This paper first refers to Sopeña [3] which discusses the use of herbicides
and pesticides in the treatment of pest infestation on crops of food around
the world. Where in when all of the factors are considered that the release of
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herbicides and pesticides into the treatment of pest infestation is generally of
a psychological state of mind, for some reason human beings believe the more
pesticides that are placed on crops the better it is to keep away infestation.
However, what is not fully recognized and realized is that over treatment
of pesticides on crops permeates itself and leaches down into the Earth’s
soil and may also affect other criteria such as Earth’s fresh water supply,
and soil conditions for future crops of food needed, which is a necessity for
mankind to survive. For instance; Ramesh reports results [1] about how
the use of micro encapsulated alachlor are at time contradictory because
its affects vary greatly depending on the variable experimental conditions
of the scientific study used, and the polymer system employed for attaining
the alachlor micro-system and it’s application to weeds varies too much to
depend on a balanced ecological impact to the Earth’s soil in such situations.

However, system employed for attaining the alachlor micro-system and
it’s application to weeds varies too much to depend on a balanced ecological
impact to the Earth’s soil in such situations. However, this not only affects
soil conditions on an earth wide basis because of because of the international
use of herbicides and pesticides in the world’s food supply, but when it rains
the eventual seepage into fresh ground water supplies can be devastating,
and the run-off of these pesticides into lakes, streams, rivers, eventually also
find their way into earth’s oceans as well.

In the observation, study, and experimentation of using micro-encapsulation
especially in the production of pesticides microsphere production and char-
acterization encapsulation efficiency (EE) and loading of the pesticide in
the microsphere were calculated. However, the use of an scanning electron
microscope (SEM) was employed and sieving of the micro spheres was ac-
complished by sieving into several categories of ISO standard sieves. Later
tests were implemented to see and determine how the micro-encapsulated
pesticides affected the soil sample and tests derived from that were able to
determine that the use of alachlor has a strong persistent affect upon soil
conditions.
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2 Micro-encapsulation of Natural Compounds

Instead of Synthetic Micro-encapsulated

Chemical Constituents

The Colony Colapse Disorder (CCD) Steering Committee consists of sci-
entists from the Department of Agriculture’s (USDA), Agricultural Research
Service (ARS), National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA), Animal
Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS). Who correspondingly combined
their scientific and analytical resources together to bring about some of the
finest minds in these governmental and scientifically based organization to
solve the ever growing problem that pesticides and herbicides cause more
and more pollution to not only the soils, groundwater, and eventual runoff
into the oceans, but all of these U.S.A. agencies concur the introduction and
use of more and more naturally based pesticides should be pursued to try to
combat the pollution problem.

3 Discussion and Conclusion

Ramesh [1] also reports that the accumulation of the pesticide alachlor in
fish in both fresh and saltwater conditions as would be found in the oceans
and seas as well. There are many micro-encapsulation examples that could
be given as presented and aforementioned in this paper. However, it does
not appear that today there is an alternative to the problems associated with
micro-encapsulation except for the introduction of new technologies that may
be able to introduce new alternative solutions.

One of these in two new technologies in micro-encapsulation instead is
entitled nano-encapsulation. Which would be where chemical substances
are introduced into an environment by the use of nano-sized-micro-capsules.
Which would be able to deliver in theory nano encapsulated spheres down to
the molecular level. Whereas pico-encapsulation would be the next genera-
tion of encapsulation down to the size of a mere atom at the atomic level.

Theoretically, if such technologies could be attained the control of the
residual levels of pollution that micros-encapsulation cannot address would
seem in theory to be able to help solve the trace amounts and residual affects
of pollution down to the smallest levels of microscopic scale measurement
that in all likeli-hood that the laws of physics would allow.
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It is here that in Pico-Encapsulation would of course have to be developed
and eventually manufactured under microscopic instrumentation much more
powerful than an SEM, transmission electron microscope (TEM) and even
any of the six available super-microscopes on the earth today. Whereas the
Ångstŕ’om Microscope (AM) would be the only known microscope capable of
performing these kinds of advancements in these encapsulation technologies.
As stipulated in reference [2], this paper discusses recent advancements in de-
velopment of nano-encapsulation is not just a theory, but ha actually become
a reality. Where a novel delivery system wherein conventional configures new
delivery modalities in the macro, micro, nano and pico scales-ranges. More
will be written on this technology in future papers. However, the nano-
encapsulation system will use natural and not synthetic compounds in its
nano-encapsulation delivery system.
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ARCHAEOLOGY, IMMI, AND NEW
DISCOVERIES IN OLD-ANCIENT
DOCUMENTS AND ARTIFACTS

Stewart, R.∗

October, 2013

Abstract: Current archaeology uses remote sensing imaging such as LI-
DAR (Laser Imaging Detection and Ranging) in order to seek out potential
archaeological sites such as buildings, remnants of past ancient cultures and
civilizations as well. Today’s museums and museum conservation depart-
ments have also used technologies like infrared spectroscopy to locate unseen
and hidden unrevealed discoveries on old to ancient documents and archae-
ological artifacts. However, they fail to be able to reveal such discoveries as
lines, outlines, demarcations, scribbles, inscriptions, crude to refined draw-
ings, illustrations, and picture writing images on old to ancient documents
and archaeological artifacts. However, a technology known by the acronym of
IMMI (Infinite Microscopic-macroscopic Imaging). Which has the capability
to do all of the aforementioned without even having to touch the artifact
when needed. Like LIDAR IMMI technologies are superior to current LI-
DAR technologies in being able to use remote sensing in not only being able
to finding archaeological sites but would be able to also attain extreme close
up images of such-like sites within a ten foot diameter in like manner..

Key words: History, Archaeology, Remote Sensing, LIDAR, Artifact
Discovery.
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1 Early Prototype Predecessor of the IMMI

Technology in the Use of Archaeology

A paper by Liddel [1], used a technology that was the predecessor to the
IMMI technology that was able to enhance in images the pottery shards from
Caddo Indians who lived in and around the area of Seagraves Texas, and was
able to discover underlying pictographic images of Texas Caddo natural In-
dians trading with the Seminole Indians as well. Where there had never been
data before this to scientifically, historically, or even archaeologically suggest
that this has ever taken place between these two Indian tribes in the southern
central part of the United States. Whereas, participating Law-Enforcement
studies by Robinson [6] and Liddel [1] were able to verify that the author of
this paper, developed and made other improvements using a combinational
telescopic photographing apparatus, that the author of this paper invented,
that could telescopically take photographic images of petroglyphs from long
distances and was able to also minimally enhance old black and white and
early color photographs and attain microscopic details with the photographs
that no other technology was able to accomplish at that time.

A further initiative by the author, was accomplished when Stewart an-
other published papers in 2005 [12], when (the author of this paper) was still
developing the IMMI technology further with other imaging improvements.

Figure 1: Original of Heraclius (left), IMMI image (right). (Source:
Author, 2004)

The images (Figure 1) is of: ”The Roman Byzantine Emperor Heraclius”.
Legend purports that Heraclius may have been at Greater Mount Ararat
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as his conquests into Anatolia, (also known today as Turkey and Armenia).
However, an image like this has never been seen before. Which would provide
some evidence evidently that Heraclius was a Mount Ararat. Historians do
place him at the Aras (Araxes) River in about 626 A.D./C.E. Heraclius ruled
the area around Greater Ararat apparently and Armenia-(previously under
the rule of Persia which Heraclius conquered in 618-641 A.D./ C.E. However,
there has never been an image like this one to give evidence that Heraclius
was at Greater Mount Ararat until now when was originally written back in
2005 [12].

During the late summer to early fall of 2004 during a limited partial melt
back of the snow and ice on today’s Greater Mount Ararat a fellow colleague
of the author of this paper, came across the image on the left that was
underneath a cliff-overhang, and he photographed it for this author while up
on the mountain. Apparently, the image had survived the time, wear and
tear that Greater Mount Ararat. Otherwise would completely have destroyed
such an image under its own erratic weather patterns. Mount Ararat is
one likely one of the only mountains in the world that has its own weather
system. Right image is the maximum resolution focused image by the IMMI
technology. Which reveals many underlying details image However, how
could such an image have survived even if up and under a cliff over hang up
on Greater Mount Ararat? This is explained and described better under the
next sub-heading.

2 Examination of Paint Pigmentations at the

Seminole Indian Canyon State Park Pet-

roglyphs and Pictograph Rock Art Reveal

an Ancient Lost Art From 2000 B.C. - 700

A.D./ C.E.

When answering the question: How could such an image have survived
even if up and under a cliff over hang up on Greater Mount Ararat? The
first reason why such a image may have survived tucked away not on the outer
part of the cliff overhang, but as deep under the cliff overhang as possible, is
because this would have first eliminated the fierce winds that sometimes can
all of a sudden appear on Greater Mount Ararat.
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Second, what the author of this paper has discovered is that from ap-
parently 2000 B.C. down to about the time of Roman Byzantine Heraclius
Emperor, 7th century A.D./ C.E., image like what was discovered deep under
the cliff overhang is explained in a previous paper [8]. Ahead in that paper
what was discovered in the study between two different U.S.A. Natural In-
dian tribes of the past, who lived in and around the northern part of the
State of Texas and in also the State of Oklahoma known as the Caddo and
Seminole Indian tribes is that historians and archaeologists thought that at
some points in the past that these two Indian tribes traded with each other
but there was no indicative evidence of this in the past. However, pages of
reference [8] describe a discovery discovered. Which can be best explain from
some excerpts from that paper that read this paragraph:

The Fate Bell Shelter to provides a unusual view on the canyon floor down
about two-hundred feet below the canyon’s upper top surface area. The color
panels help visualize out what some of the fading pictographs. Although a
number of these have faded, others are in extraordinary condition. Consid-
ering the ravages of time, wind, weather, and erosion over evidently three to
four thousand year period of time since these pictographic petroglyphs were
created by the Seminole Indian peoples and culture. Since the author of this
study and research paper is a ancient world historian and historical archae-
ologist, this first study uses visual and magnification techniques the author of
this paper invented using a microscope on a tripod that can get within micro-
inches, or much closer, of a study object or specimen without touching it for
microscopic examination.

The first excerpt provides explanation the of the instrument used and
methodology at that point in time. However, in a second excerpt the con-
tinuing microscopic examination of this rock art and how it was able to
stay in such pristine condition for so long is discovered. Which is further
explained in this second excerpt from the original paper [8] under the subti-
tle ”Microscopic Preparation and Examination of The Seminole Indian Art
Pictographs”.

Quoting a second excerpt:

The Seminole Indian Rock art to try to discern what the lost art may be
that the Seminole Indian used over 4,000 years ago that have made some
of this rock art a pristine as if it was created yesterday. There are some
similarities between some of the paint pigmentations seen in pottery shards
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of the Caddo Indians and what is also seen in the Seminole Indian Canyon
State Park Rock art.

The Seminole Canyon State Park & Historic Site area consists of a to-
pographical and geographical area covering some 2,100 acres which was once
a part of the old Southern Pacific Railroad’s roadbed that was used in this
area in the early 1880’s. A three pointed positioned tripod-with a neutral sta-
tionary balancing bubble was used to stabilize and fix the tripod and modified
microscope apparatus the author of this paper invented to do close examina-
tions of objects or specimen’s without the need to touch them. The reason
this apparatus was invented is so that close examination of the rock art could
be done without needing to actually attain an actual scrapping of sorts of a
very small minute portion of one of these pieces of rock art in order to do
a further archae-chemical analysis of the rock art itself. Therefore this al-
lows direct extremely close contact with the object or in this case part of the
rock art being examined microscopically and also photographed to study and
compare with other Caddo micro paint pigmentation images.

However, in order to get a deeper understanding of the examination com-
parisons of these this ancient rock art a third excerpt is necessary from this
paper to explain that part of the continued methodology under again the next
subtitle in that paper. Quote third excerpt: ”Caddo Indian and Seminole
Indian Paint Pigmentation Comparisons”:

Upon microscopic examination of the rock art paint pigmentations upon the
rough exterior surface of some of the rock art again a number of red, orange,
yellow, and blue to violet colored paint pigmentations were observed that had
at least a 70 to 80% exactness in strikingly similar microscopic compound
paint pigmentation structure just like the rock art of the Seminole Indians.
In two more weeks of this study and further research and cross referencing
imaging color spectrography revealed chemical colorized spectrographic exact-
ness in similarities in what is found in the organic compositional molecular
structure as found in the bone marrow of an animal. Another organic com-
pound was found in what is found in the molecular biological structure of
what is seen and known in some species of the Yucca plant.

The reference of the molecular structure and what was not mentioned
at that time is that what was known in molecular structure at that time
in theory and in workable theoretical models. The chemical composition
between what was known chemically in a laboratory basis was consistent
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with the same constituents found at the time in the inorganic and organic
compounds found as well. What also has to be remembered is that there may
have been more species and sub-species of indigenous Yucca Plant species
and more types of species of deer animal populations in existence at the time
these specific rock art paintings were constructed as well.

How did these paintings last for thousands of years and withstand the an-
nals of time wind, weather and erosion as well? First just like on Greater
Mount Ararat with the image of Roman Byzantine Emperor Heraclius, the
almost pristine like images involving the rock art of the Seminole Indians
was deep under and within the confines of a cliff overhang. There is indica-
tive evidence here to suggest that older cultures in the ancient world may
have known that by putting petroglyph paintings deep within and under a
overhanging cliff anywhere would first protect these painted petroglyphs as
much as could be expected. However, the second reason and a lost art that
became prevalent is finally analyzed and concluded [8] as follows in this last
excerpt from that paper un the subtitle: ”Analytical Conclusions”. Quote
from that last excerpt is:

Analytical conclusions from both parts of this study and an exhaustive
amount of time, work, and investigation has brought about the analytical
conclusions that the Caddo and Seminole Indians had trade with one another
and exchanged evidently a number of paints application techniques that would
make the paints last much longer. However, the only difference is that the
Seminole Indians mixed the organic compounds of the animal bone marrow
and at this point an unknown variety of sub-species of a Yucca plant in-
digenous to the Seminole Indian Canyon State park area that the Seminole
Indians once inhabited, and would mix this with their geo-chemical sedimen-
tary red, orange, yellow and other colored inorganic oxides that they used in
their paints where the Caddo Indians did not go to such lengthy extents. if
the Caddo Indians had more of their pottery shard artifacts at the Red River
Museum would be in a much better preserved state.

Whereas when the Seminole Indians mixed these organic and inorganic
compounds together, causing a most unique chemical reactionary result to
occur. The inorganic sedimentary different colored iron oxide compounds
when mixed with the animal bone marrow and yucca plant compound essen-
tially caused a biochemical reaction to occur that cause the paints that the
Seminole Indians created to become emulsifiers and adhesives and cohesive’s.
Which would be the baseline needed ingredients for these paints to cause the
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petroglyphs and pictographic rock art in the Seminole Indian Canyon State
Park to become within a specific amount of time to petrify and become rock
hard. This is the reason why these petroglyphs and pictographic rock art
scenes have lasted so long.

Therefore, apparently by mixing the inorganic iron oxide compound with
two organic compounds produced the capability for this painting to possibly
petrify or a better phrase to use would be to quickly harden-like-rock very
quickly.

When the colder period of the year would approach and occur the cold of
the ice and snow would help preserve this composition of basic emulsifying
and adhesive/ co-adhesive bonding agents to keep not only the Seminole
Indian Rock art in almost pristine condition in places but the same treatment
to the image of Roman Byzantine Emperor Heraclius may have know the
same secrets to preserving such like rock art painting of Heraclius on Greater
Mount Ararat in like manner deep within the confine of the overhanging cliff
face it is under. References [12] and [9] also get into this some extent.

Figure 2: Old coin details, using IMMI. (Source: Author, 2004)

In Figure 2:

• (A) is the Heraclius coin with his profile from 620 A.D;

• (B) is the second Heraclius coin with his profile from 626A.D.;
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• (C) is an enlargement of the profile, face, and head of Heraclius;

• (D) is a closer detail of the petrified combinational pictograph/petro-
glyph image of Heraclius.

In Thomas [12] and Stewart [9] anatomical comparisons between Roman
Byzantine Emperor Heraclius seen in two coins minted of Heraclius seen in
Figure 2(A) from about 618 A.D./ C.E., and Figure 2(B) minted about one
year after Heraclius may have been at Greater Mount Ararat 627-A.D./ C.E.
were performed by Dr. S. Thomas, M.D., and Dr. R. Medellin M.D., two
separate M.D.’s.

When comparing the head, facial characteristics, features, and face struc-
ture between the two coins as seen in Figure 2(A-B), and the enlargement
profile seen in Figure 2(C) from coin Figure 2(B), and when comparing this
in Figure 2(D) of the image from Greater Mount Ararat they verified in
their medical opinions that the image on Greater Mount Ararat anatomically
matched that of the Heraclius image as seen in Figure 2(D) of Heraclius from
Greater Mount Ararat.

However, Thomas [12] and Stewart [9] also present and demonstrates sev-
eral other forms of evidence in those papers that also verify that the image on
Greater Mount Ararat is that of Roman Byzantine Emperor Heraclius. Stew-
art [9] further discusses that Maximus, 618-627 A.D.. Secretary To Emperor
Heraclius, was one of two secretaries and historians that followed Heraclius
everywhere in order to record the events of his conquests. He also recorded:
Heraclius pursued his way into Armenia and found himself at the headwaters
of the Araxes River.

This astronaut photograph, taken from the International Space Station,
highlights a segment of the international border between Armenia and Turkey.
The Aras River separates the two countries, with Armenia to the north-
northeast and Turkey to the south-southwest. Maximus [4] was one of two
secretaries and historians that followed Heraclius everywhere in order to
record the events of his conquests. He also recorded: ”Heraclius pursued
his way into Armenia and found himself at the (headwaters) of The Araxes
River”. The Figure 3 is observable tangible evidence from a NASA photo
taken in 2011 [2] that would have historically put Heraclius at Greater Mount
Ararat at the headwaters of The Aras or Araxes River in approximately 626
A.D./C.E. The yellow arrow indicate the shape of the Aras (Araxes) River
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Figure 3: Satellite view of Greater Mount Ararat. (Source: NASA,
2011)

to the north of Greater Mount Ararat and the headwaters likely start from
the melting snows off Greater Mount Ararat (where the aqua colored arrows
point to Greater and Little Mount Ararat as to where the ice melts and water
flows down the mountain eventually creating the headwaters and the Aras
River very near Mount Ararat.

3 2200 B.C. Kura Araxes Culture at Ararat

In another paper Stewart [10] brings to the reader’s attention that a ne-
olithic culture that may had lived on the plains and base of today’s Greater
Mount Ararat was known as the Kura Araxes Civilization Culture At Ararat.
This paper also shows that this civilization may have been the predecessors
to the better known civilization from possibly as 13th century B.C./B.C.E.
and thought to be no later than the 9th century B.C. civilization known by
the name of Kingdom of Urartu.

4 2000 B.C. Neolithic Ancient Celtic Culture

at Loch Ness

Stewart [11] examines late period neolithic carvings of in and around Loch
Ness Lake that previously who may be the ancient predecessors of an ancient
Celtic culture who lived around the lake as early as 2000 B.C.
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Figure 4: Neolithic carving found near Loch Ness Lake. (Source:
NASA, 2011)

The left side of Figure 3 is the original image as it was taken during
the summer of 2006. In the right is the 2007 IMMI enhanced image. of the
Revealing at maximum resolution and focus all of the underlying details that
the image has hidden over the possible thousands of years. In which the IMMI
technology was able to use satellite imagery at that time in combination with
the IMMI technology and was able to capture images of ancient Rock Art
carvings. In the image to the right labels marking the anatomical parts of
the facial anatomy like what resemble the eyes, nose, mouth, and ear on a
human being are shown to enhance the image as a visual aid. To help identify
and relate to it better. Stewart [11] and Spauding [7] further discusses this
may have been a carving of an ancient Celtic King or Ruler from about 2000
B.C. from the ancient late neolithic period who once may have inhabited
their civilization and culture around Loch Ness Lake.

5 Conclusion

Examples have been given from other published papers of the IMMI capa-
bility to reveal and greatly enhance images of some examples of archaeological
petroglyph sites from examples from about 2000 B.C. with the ancient Celtic
Culture that may have existed in and around the region of Loch Ness Lake.
Then, a second example relating to an image on Greater Mount Ararat which
the evidence points to being Roman Byzantine Emperor Heraclius. In which
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what was also learned from reference [8] how an ancient lost art was also
discovered where the paint pigments and adhesives, co-adhesives and emulsi-
fiers consisting of a red oxide and other paint pigment inorganic compounds
could be mixed with two additional organic compounds consisting of deer
bone marrow, and the Yucca Plant. When mixed the paint pigment would
hard as rock.

Whereas NCAR [3] provides further discussion that the Tegelicula yuc-
casella, cycle of this species of Yucca plant is indigenous to the lower plains
of Greater Mount Ararat and may have even grown on the lower slopes of
Greater Mount Ararat in the past as well. So, there would have been Yucca
planet in the Mount Ararat area that could have been used as one of the or-
ganic paint pigment hardening compound to also harden the paint pigments
in the image of Heraclius on Greater Mount Ararat. No doubt in and around
Greater Mount Ararat there have been enough animal and deer populations
in the past when Heraclius was at Greater Mount Ararat, (and/ or other
animals as well), could had their bone marrow used as the second organic
compound to harden the paint pigments on the image of Heraclius on Mount
Ararat deep underneath the cliff overhang. of course there is geologically
with Mount Ararat being a volcanic mountain would have produced a large
amount of red colored iron oxide to use a the inorganic compound to harden
the paint pigments on the image of Heraclius on Greater Mount Ararat in
like manner.
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THEORETICAL PROPOSAL OF SOME
FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES IN DARK
MATTER ACCORDING TO E = mc2

Trentadue, W.∗

June, 2013

Abstract: Dark matter is thought to make up about perhaps as much
as ninety percent of the universe. However, it is undetectable by its absorp-
tion emission of electromagnetic radiation. Its nature is not well understood.
Although there are developing complicated and complex theories regarding
dark matter, to understand in simpler terms is ever harder to explain. How-
ever, what has not been thought of in simplistic terms is how this may be
able to relate to Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, which is the mathematical
equation E = mc2. This paper proposes and discusses in simpler theoret-
ical terms in some aspects how E = mc2 may relate in simple terms that
what dark matter may be is a variety of sub-atomic particles consistent with
E = mc2.

Key words: Dark Matter, Black Matter, Dark Energy.

1 The Complex Explanation of Dark Matter

[George Musser [4] describes dark matter as non-baryonic matter, in which
he also describes that scientists believe makes up maybe as much as ninety-
percent of the universe. Other Scientsts [3] also describes Einstein’s famous
equation of E = mc2, and that matter and energy are interchangeable, merely
different forms of the same thing. However, as is currently known all the black
matter known to date, from the lithosphere and biosphere to the cosmos,
generally has the same chemical and physical properties. These include elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance (EPR); electrical properties; changes in surface
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properties under the effects of an electric field; the X-Ray diffraction spec-
trum [4]; sensitivity to radiation inducing photo-ionization and photolysis
[3]; explosion and fragmentation under the effects of fast atom bombardment
[1] [2] [7]. The physical properties of black particles, and some of the chem-
ical ones too, do not depend on the structure and nature of the melanogen.
An extensive polyconjugated radical-polaronic system can be found in all
pigments, known as Little’s spine. The atoms are arranged in hexagons or
pentagons, which are assembled in sandwiches in layers.

Figure 1: CMS: Simulated Higgs to two jets and two electrons.
(Source: Lucas Taylor, CERN, 1997)

In Figure 1 is an example of the complex explanation and description of
what may be Dark Matter. An example of simulated data modeled for the
CMS particle detector on the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. Here,
following a collision of two protons, a Higgs boson is produced which de-
cays into two jets of hadrons and two electrons. The lines represent the
possible paths of particles produced by the proton-proton collision in the de-
tector while the energy these particles deposit is shown in: ”Sky-blue”. This
sky-blue color is also considered a possible interchangeable reaction of dark
energy. Radio astronomy has shown there are organic molecules in the black
dust clouds in the Milky Way. Some of these molecules are very simple, like
acetonitrile, or acetylene systems like the polyines. Acetylene molecules are
like HC5N, HC7N, and HC9N have been detected by spectroscopic analysis.
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It is also known that Giant red stars also emit enormous amounts of carbon
dust into the surrounding space, suggesting there may be some links between
the acetylene structures and soot formation. If this is so, this would imply
that interstellar space may look black not just because of the lack of light, or
because strong gravitational fields prevent light escaping as would be the fact
in black holes. However, this may be because dark matter is otherwise state,
or also in a re-cycling continual state of transformation under the action of
energy/ radiation. References [3], [1] [7] discuss the Universe appears to be
accelerating.

2 A More Simplistic Understanding of Dark

Matter Pertaining To E = mc2

A more simplistic view in how dark energy may be viewed, explained,
and described is by use of a simple illustration. When a freight train is not
moving it has a certain amount of great weight or mass. However, when
that train moves faster and faster to a point and accelerates the mass of the
freight train increases. So, this may be the case with the universe in a state
of acceleration and not de-acceleration.

2.1 Brief Discussion and Conclusion

Therefore, in brief discussion and conclusion the hypothesis that leads to a
theoretical proposal concerning dark matter is subjected in question form to
help us to think about the simplistics of dark matter involving E = mc2. Has
anyone considered applying Einstein’s equation of matter and energy equiv-
alency to the missing galactic mass problem? If E = mc2, then wouldn’t
a galaxy’s rotational velocity, in addition to its radial velocity components,
have increased mass due to their kinetic energy due to motion? And could
this increased mass manifest itself as the missing mass that astronomer’s have
tried to account for? As a galaxy’s rotational and radial velocity increase,
the amount of mass contained in that galaxy would also increase, especially
as a galaxy’s recessional velocity approaches z = 1. This is also consistent [3]
in the fact that perhaps dark energy results from strange behavior on scales
smaller than atoms. The physics of the very small, called quantum mechan-
ics, allows energy and matter to appear out of nothingness, although only
for the tiniest instant. The constant brief appearance and disappearance of
matter could be giving energy to otherwise empty space. However, [5] is now
available that potentially has the capability of viewing and imaging down to
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or near the Ångström level, where it can be used to determine what the corre-
lation and relationship of dark matter is between the micro-macro-universes,
which may only be studied using specific technologies, as IMMI [6] and AM
[5].
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